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(Abstract)
Prehistoric migrations and geographical origins of language families has been subject of fascination ever
since the dawn of recorded history. Earlier it has been subject of ancient myths and legends, and late r much
researched by scholars and scientists. Recently archaeogenetics offers additional clues to the issue. This
paper attempts to build up a consistent model of the geographic origins of the language families of E urasia
since the Neolithic, combining archaeogenetic data with results of archaeology and genetic linguistics in a
multidisciplinary synthesis.
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Introduction – Earlier research on the issue by the author, relevant literature, methodology
The prehistoric origins of peoples, languages and language families has fascinated humankind ever seen
the dawn of recorded history, and was the subject of legends at first, and the subject of research for
generations of scholars and scientists later. Archaeogenetics provide a new tool to research this issue, as it
can help us to track down prehistoric migration routes, the direction and time of major population
movements. As soon as such routes are identified, it becomes a puzzle consisting of identified migrations
that can be put together to constitute an entire network. In this paper such a use of archaeogenetics is
combined with the results of archaeology and genetic linguistics, to form a multidisciplinary approach, and
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possible conclusions based on migration routes identified by using the genetic evidence are also decided
according to which possible scenario among those that are suggested by the genetic evidence, is supported
the most by the linguistic and archaeological evidence. The reason why I focus on language families, is that
in a way, language represents the most basic level of non-material culture, and thus the spread of language
families also often reflects the spread of non-material cultures, especially before the advent of states and
institutionalized religion, when most non-material cultural practices were decided on the tribal level. This
paper is meant to be a canavas for a future major book with a deeper analysis of the hypothesize d scenarios
discussed here. As prehistory lacks written sources, and other data is scarce as well, most of what anyone
may conclude on the issue will be guesses and potential scenarios, not something of a 100% certainty.
Among different scenarios however, we can distinct more and less likely scenarios. The conclusion of this
paper presents the scenario that, as of now, based on the available genetic, archaeological and linguistic
evidence, seems to be the most likely one. Identified genetic data becoming more and more specific, and this
dataset expanding on an exponential rate will likely decide within one decade or so, whether if the scenarios
presented in this paper are right or wrong, which I am looking forward to see.
In my earlier papers focusing on Uralic (Horvath, 2019 A) and on pre-Celtic (Horvath, 2019 B )
languages, I got to the conclusion that Anatolia served as the cradle of consecutive migrations re-populating
Europe from the Neolithic through the Bronze Age. The picture I got is in accordance both with the farminglanguage dispersal hypothesis of Colin Renfrew about language families spreading out from the Neolithic
Fertile Crescent with the expansion of agriculture (Renfrew, 1996) and the hypothesis on the dynamics of
demographic expansion described by Jared Diamond in his book “Guns Germs and Steel” about major
expansions fueled by a combination of edge in population density, and more advanced agricultural and
military technologies (Diamond, 1997). The hypothesis presented and discussed in this paper is that the
expansion from the Neolithic Middle East is confirmed by genetic evidence, with the addition that there was
not one, but several consecutive waves of expansion from the Fertile Crescent, each of them having their
edge in introducing a newer technological innovation from the Fertile Crescent to Europe, or the Iranian
Plateau.
In his paper introducing the so called farming-language dispersal hypothesis, Colin Renfrew got to the
conclusion that most language families of Western Eurasia actually spread out from the cradle of the Fertile
Crescent, using agriculture as their edge when facing the hunter-gatherer native populations. Jared
Diamond’s theory in a similar but more general sense explains major demographic expansions having their
fuel in a combination of high population densities, technologies suitable for military use, and agricultural
technologies. Here higher population densities provided more people to mobilize in case of a violent conflict
as well more resistance to diseases, better agricultural technologies especially if helped by beneficial natural
environment and resources helped to maintain this density, while technologies such as metallurgy provided
better military equipment, and if a combination of all these factors was present, this created a close to
unstoppable force of expansion on behalf the population that had it. According to my hypothesis, besides the
introduction of agriculture, driving the first wave of expansion from the Neolithic Fertile Crescent, the
introduction of copper and bronze, later the introduction of more advanced forms of bronze use, and final ly,
the introduction of iron each served as the driving force behind another and then another wave of expansion.
Besides Indo-European, Afroasiatic, and Elamo-Dravidian as languages originating from the Neolithic
Fertile Crescent as stated in Renfrew’s original hypothesis, my hypothesis also adds Tyrsenian,
Uralic,Vasconic and in a way even Sino-Tibetan, Na Dené and Yeniseian as well to the list of those
spreading out from the Neolithic Middle East as part of this phenomenon, indicating that the Neolithic
Fertile Crescent including Anatolia was apparently characterized by the high variety of distinct language
families sharing a relatively small geographic region, similar to the situation in the Caucasus region or the
island of New Guinea today, or pre-Columbian North America and Aboriginal Australia before European
colonization. I will also examine the possibility of other such cradles of prehistoric expansion in Eurasia both
possible precursors and contemporaries of the Neolithic Fertile Crescent.
Methodology of my paper is basically the same as in my previous papers focusing on Uralic (Horvath,
2019 A) and on pre-Celtic (Horvath, 2019 B ) languages: I use phylogenetic as well as geographical
distribution patterns of Y-DNA haplogroups to model ancient migration patterns, and then I try to match
these patterns with results of archaeology and historical linguistics. Regarding Y-DNA haplogroups, the
three things what we know of each is the following: Their position on the global family tree, their present
(and sometimes due to ancient DNA samples past) geographical distribution, and their age. We can track
down prehistoric migration patterns by combining these. Regarding the age of a certain haplogroup, we have
two main data: Its’ formation, when it broke away from its’ parent group, and the time of most recent
common ancestor (TMRCA) of the given group. While its’ formation may indicate the time when it left the
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area of its’ parent group, its’ TMRCA may indicate the time when it started a demographic expansion in its’
present area, so migration could take place within the time gap between the two. The source of all
phylogenetic data of time of formations, TMRCA-s and phylogenetic relations of Y-DNA lineages in this
paper is the YFull database (YFull 2021) unless marked otherwise. When talking about consecutive massive
demographic expansions from certain cradles, we often see repeated use of the very same geographic routes
by different groups and cultures. A plausible explanation for this phenomenon, is that the geographic
environment often determines which routes are the most practical to use in certain geographic regions. The
paper first takes an overview of language families that apparently originate from the Neolithic Fertile
Crescent and tracks down their migration routes outside the region, then attempts to identify their most likely
pre-expansion locations within the Fertile Crescent, and then takes an overview on possible other similar
cradles of prehistoric demographic expansion, both possible precursors and possible contemporaries of it.

Certain haplogroups cannot be directly matched with certain language families of course.
However they are suitable to track down the direction, timing and location of certain human
migration episodes. The sum of such migration episodes tracked down gives u s a broad migration
network. The ending points of such a network in exchange links it to the earliest documented
geographic locations of language families, thus crawling back in time along the migration network
from these earliest documented locations helps us to track down their past. We must of course take
the events of language shift into consideration as well, but such prehistoric migration networks
tracked down by using genetic data help us in identifying events of language shift as well. For
example, if while tracking down the geographic past of a language family, at a certain point we see
the merger of two human populations with absolutely distinct geographic origins, we can draw the
conclusion of a language shift to have happened, with one of the two becoming the common
language after the merger, adopted by the other the other. To find out, which of the two brought the
language that became the common one after the merger, we can check what languages do human
populations speak with genetic links to each of the two respective population that took place in the
merger. The group that brought the language that became common after the merger, is the one that
came from the area from where came languages related to the one that survived the merger. As
several examples from documented history shows us, in case of such mergers, it is not always the
language of the numerically larger group, that survives, it can as well be the language of a
numerically smaller group, that on the other hand, is in the possession of technological or military
superiority. This can on the other hand result in a different haplogroup becoming the characteristic
haplogroup of the given language group after the merger, than the one that was before the merger,
as haplogroups characteristic to the numerically superior group, that adopted the language of the
less numerous one due to military or technological hedge of the latter, will continue to be more
numerous. Population bottleneck effects can also change the characteristic haplogroup of a
language group, however these can be identified by phylogenetic patterns of the haplogroups
involved.
The benefit of this method is that by tracking down the direction and timing of prehistoric human
migrations, it greatly reduces the number of possible scenarios for any given episode, as the number
identified migrations is limited, and their directions and timings are fixed. Thus the number of
scenarios for any given episode of the migrations of language families can be narrowed down to a
mere 2-3 possible options. The fact that a reconstructed scenario can not be allowed to fall into
contradiction with scenarios of neighboring geographic regions for the same time provides further
help, as it is often the situation that by taking this factor into consideration as well, it often turns out
that the condition of not falling into contradiction with scenarios of neighboring region, the number
of possible scenarios for a certain episode falls to just one, which means that by limiting the number
of possible scenarios to one, we are at the very result for a given scenario. The prehistoric Eurasian
network of geographical expansion and movement of language families that this paper presents as
conclusion is while of course, cannot be guaranteed to be correct, a strong point of it, that it was
successfully composed in a way that it is free of internal contradictions, but for a consequent
unified system.
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1. Consecutive waves of expansion and language families spreading out from the Neolithic Fertile
Crescent
In my Earlier papers focusing on Uralic (Horvath, 2019 A) and on pre-Celtic (Horvath, 2019 B )
languages I got to the conclusion that the Indo-European language family entered Europe from Anatolia with
the mid-Bronze Age migration identified by Mellaart (Mellaart, 1958), and reached the Balto-Slavic,
Germanic, Celtic and Italic areas in the late 2 nd millennium BCE to early 1st millennium BCE, carried by
migrations that were smaller in demographic volume than the previous pre-Indo-European migrations that
were responsible for the original spread of haplogroups R1b and R1a, but caused major language shifts
driven by conquering elites among these populations. I also identified the expansion of three pre-IndoEuropean language families in Bronze Age Europe: Uralic, Vasconic and Tyrsenian, with Uralic having been
dominant at one point in Northern and Eastern Europe, Vasconian in Atlantic Europe, and Tyrsenian in
Central Europe and Northern Italy. I got to the conclusion that not only Indo-European had its’ origins in
Bronze Age Anatolia, but also these three pre-Indo-European language families also seem to have had their
origins in Neolithic Anatolia, as the Y-DNA haplogroups that apparently characterized the distinct
populations that spread them, also apparently spread out from Neolithic Anatolia. As these hypothesized
events have been analyzed and described in detail in my two earlier published, aforementioned papers, these
issues are only briefly addressed here. At the same time, new analysis is added on those language families
apparently originating in the cradle of the Neolithic Fertile Crescent as well, that weren’t discussed in my
previous papers.
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2. Vasconic and Tyrsenian -the Pre-Indo-European families of Western Europe

Map 1. The Vasconic family

Map 2. The Tyrsenian family
As described in my earlier paper focusing on pre-Celtic (Horvath, 2019 B ) languages, Vasconic
languages apparently spread with the expansion of the Bell Beaker Culture in the first half of the third
millennium BCE, by a demographic expansion characterized by R1b-L51, confirming Vennemann’s
hypothesis on Vasconic languages to have once dominated Atlantic Europe (Vennemann 2003) while
Tyrsenian, arriving from the Balkans, seems to have established the Urnfield culture, assimilating the local
Vasconic population of the Upper and Middle Danube basins, and then its’ expansion as signalled by the
spread of R1b-U152. In my paper on pre-Celtic languages, I assumed J2b-Z2507 to have brought Tyrsenian
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languages from the Balkans to Central Europe, (Horvath 2019 B) however as we will see later in this paper,
that lineage may have represented early Indo-European expansion instead, and it is hard to determine which
one it really did.
Thus Etruscan was likely introduced to Central Italy with the proto-Villanovan culture around 1200 BCE,
while its’ northern sibling, Raetic likely covered the entire Urnfield area north of the Alps, before it got
assimilated by the Celts arriving from the Balkans, and survived only in the Alps till Roman times. This
appears to confirm the hypothesis of Helmut Rix (Rix 1998) on the existence of a Tyrsenian language
family. The pre-Celtic nature of the Bell Beaker and Urnfield cultures is strongly suggested by the frequent
occurrence of pre-Indo-European languages up until the time of Roman conquest in the areas of these
cultures, regarding of both confirmed (Etruscan, Basque, Iberian, Raetic) and alleged (Pictish, Ligurian,
Tartessian) pre-Indo-European languages. Had the Bell Beaker culture and the corresponding migration that
spread R1b-P312 already been Indo-European, it would be hard to explain such a widespread presence of
pre-Indo-European languages in these areas. On the other hand, the fact that Etruscan and Raetic related to
each-other as part of the Tyrsenian language family, but are completely unrelated to Basque and Iberian,
suggests some later impact that introduced these languages. The range of R1b-U152 expansion during the
Urnfield culture seem to show a pattern exactly fitting the range where Tyrsenian languages apparently
replaced Vaconic languages. It is unclear at this point, whether of the Tumulus culture was still Vasconic, or
already Tyrsenian. On the other hand, as it will be discussed here later, the distribution of certain E -V13
subclades shows a pattern exactly fitting the establishment of the iron-using Hallstatt C culture replacing the
bronze-using Hallstatt B culture, thus representing a likely candidate for the introduction of Celtic in the
upper Danube basin.
The most likely candidate for the introduction of Celtic languages is the E-CTS9320 subclade of E -V13,
(Horvath 2019 B) however as we will see later in this paper, several J2 lineages may have also taken part in
it. Their distribution pattern suggests that they appeared in the upper Danube basin the same time when the
Hallstatt C culture was established, introducing Iron use in the region. Later in the La Tene period,
migrations signaled by the distribution of certain subclades of haplogroup R1b-P312 (especially those of
R1b-L2) seem to have spread Celtic languages to the Atlantic fringes of Europe.
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Map 3. The Uralic family in the Bronze Age
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Map 5. Ugric and Iranian migrations to the Pontic Steppe before the Turkification of the Steppes
Regarding the Uralic family first I got to the conclusion of Corded Ware population representing the
origins of Finno-Permic languages in my paper published in 2014 analyzing phylogegetic patterns of
haplogroup R1a in Northeast Europe (Horvath 2014) and then hypothesized Yamnaya, Afanasievo and
Andronovo to have originated from the same demographic stock in my paper on prehistoric steppe
migrations published in 2015 (Horvath 2015) and further analyzed the issue in my paper hypothesizing a
Finno-Sychtian migration structure in 2019, getting to the conclusion that Scythian populations north of the
Caspian-Aralk-Balkhash line were also most likely Ugric speaking (Horvath 2019 A). This scenario
somewhat resembles that of kalevi Wiik (Wiik 2008) in a sense, that it locates the uralic urheimat in what is
today Ukraine, however not in the Paleolithic, but in the Bronze Age. It is not only strongly indicated by the
present distribution of Y-DNA haplogroups, but also confirmed by ancient DNA evidence, that populations
of the Corded Ware and Afanasievo cultures descended from the population of the Yamna culture, and the
population of the Andronovo culture in turn originated from the population of the Corded Ware culture,
making these four cultures one single demographic network dominated by R1a-Z645 and R1b-Z2103 and the
best match of this network seems to be the Uralic language family.
The main question regarding the Uralic language family is whether if it was introduced by Siberian
hunter-gatherers or by the Corded Ware culture. The issue is addressed in detail in my said paper supportin g
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the Corded Ware option, but also there are also some additional facts further supporting this option, that can
be discussed here:
As the analysis of Tambets et al. (Tambets et al. 2018) shows, with the exception of the Khanty and the
Samoyeds, among all other Uralic groups, Yamnaya-Corded Ware autosomal ancestry is more numerous
than Siberian autosomal ancestry. Corded Ware also represented more advanced technologies than the
Siberian hunter gatherers, and these genetic findings mean that besides this, it was also more numerous than
the Siberians that it met, when the two populations merged to form the modern Uralic population. This
means that Uralic languages could only originate from the Siberians if the Siberians somehow managed to
assimilate large masses of Yamnaya-Corded Ware population to their own language. In known history, we
have seen virtually no precedent of a conquering population that was also more numerous and more
advanced in technology, to adopt the language of the less numerous, and technologically less advanced
conquered, so if the Yamnaya-Corded Ware conquered the Siberians, the chances of the language of the
Siberians to survive as the language of the new population after the merger of the two seems to be close to
impossible, and in this scenario, the new common language becomes that of the Yamnaya- Corded Ware.
Thus with the Yamnaya-Corded Ware population being more numerous and also representing more
advanced technologies means however, that the only way the Siberians could have assimilated large masses
of them could have been if they arrived later, and stepped in as conquerors, as we know some historical
examples when less numerous, and technologically less advanced conquerors manage to assimilated the
conquered due to their military and political prestige.
For this to have happened on behalf of the Siberians, they should have arrived after the Corded Ware. YDNA patterns however suggest the contrary: European subclades of N-TAT characteristic to this Siberian
population, are all subclades of N-L708. What we can see regarding the N-L708 in the YFull databese
however is the following (YFull 2021): N-L708 broke away from its’ Asian sibling clades as early as the
mid-9th Millennium BCE, and its’ European subclades tend to be older, than its’ Siberian subclades. As
haplogroups usually originate from where their subclades are the oldest, this suggests N-L708 to have
arrived to Europe first, and then some of its’ younger subclades to have moved back to Siberia later. N-L708
broke to its’ two primary subclades, N-Y9022 and N-M2126 in the mid-6th Millennium BCE . Out of these
two primary subclades, N-Y9022 can only be found in European populations, coinciding with the area where
the Kama culture was formed at the same time, the mid-6th Millennium BCE, suggests it to have arrived to
Europe as early as that. The other branch, N-M2126 breaks to two subclades, N-M2019 and N-L1026 in the
late 5th Millennium BCE, coinciding with the foundation of the Pit-Comb Ware culture, the culture that
preceded the Corded Ware in Northeast Europe, showed strong Siberian cultural influences, and the presence
of N-TAT in it has also been confirmed in ancient DNA from one of its’ archaeological sites from the
Smolensk region of European Russia (Mazurkevich et al. 2014), and was later mostly assimilated into
Corded Ware. Both N-M2019 and N-L1026 is present in both European and Siberian populations: N-M2019
is mostly Siberian, but it was also found among Estonians in Europe in its’ most ancient form, N -M2019*,
and its’ Siberian Branch, N-M2058 has a relatively young TMRCA at the early 2 nd Millennium BCE,
suggesting a movement from Europe back to Siberia. N-L1026 broke to two further subclades, N-Z1936 and
N-Y6058 in the early-3rd Millennium BCE, the time when Corded Ware was taking over former Pit Comb
Ware territories, assimilating their population. Out of the two main lineages, N-Z1936 is mostly E uropean,
with one of its’ two primary subclades, N-Z1934 being exclusively European, and the other one, N-Y13850
splitting to an European and an Asian subclade only at 2000 BCE, strongly suggesting European origins for
N-Z1936. The other main lineage of N-L1026 was broken to N-CTS10760 and N-Y16323 a European and a
Siberian lineage (the European lineage, N-CTS10760 later becoming N-VL29, one of the main two N-L708
subclades in Europe alongside N-Z1936) right when it was form, the early-3rd Millennium BCE, the time
when Corded Ware populations were taking over former Pit Comb Ware territories. All this suggests N-L708
to have arrived to Europe with the Kama and the Pit Comb Ware cultures before the arrival of Corded Ware,
its’ European subclades being assimilated into Corded Ware, and later spread as part of the Corded Ware
population. N-M2058 and N-Y16323, the two N-L708 lineages in Siberia seem to be remnants of Pit -Comb
Ware demographic fragments that managed to evade assimilation by the Corded Ware, retain their identity,
and moved to Siberia from Europe.
Out of the two main N-TAT subclades in Europe, N-VL29 and N-Z1936, in my earlier paper on Uralic
languages (Horvath 2019 A) I assumed only N-VL29 to have originated from Pit Comb Ware population,
and N-Z1936 to have arrived later, but due to the data described above, I have to revise my position, and
accept both N-VL29 and N-Z1936 to have originated from Pit-Comb Ware demographic fragments absorbed
and assimilated by the Corded Ware population, and all the geographic movements of these two haplogroups
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and Siberian autosomal ancestry carried by them already as moves within and as part of the Corded War
population, confirming the Corded Ware origins of Finno-Ugric languages even more.
With the Siberians not conquering the Corded Ware, and descending from the technologically less
advanced Pit Comb Ware population, with the Corded Ware being both numerous, also more technologically
advanced, and at the same time, as the archaeological record shows it also assimilated Pit Comb Ware
populations to its’ own culture, based on all similar historical examples, it seems to be sure that after the
merger of the two populations, the new common language became that of the Corded Ware. And as the new
common language is Finno-Ugric, this means that Corded Ware and Yamnaya was Uralic.
Besides genetic evidence suggesting Finno-Ugric originating from Corded Ware, and thus the Siberian
autosomal ancestry characterized by N-L708 representing a non-Uralic population, the position of languages
also support this scenario: The dates of Siberian branches of N-L708 breaking away from its’ European
branches are so recent, occurring even later than the split between Finno-Ugric and Samoyedic estimated by
most linguists, that groups splitting away from Finno-Ugric populations at these points would mean they
themselves being Finno-Ugric speakers as well. As N-M2058 and N-Y16323 dominate all Northern-Siberian
populations, this would leave little to no place for Paleo-Siberians in the history of Northern Siberia. Among
Chukotko-Kamchatkan populations, do appear some haplogroups suggesting populations that could have
introduced their language from a different direction, such as P1* or Q-B143. West of Chukotka however, NM2058, N-M2019 and N-B266 have absolute predominance, leaving no place for Yukaghiric languages or
any other Paleosiberian languages from the time they appeared and suggesting the entirety of NorthernSiberia from the Urals all the way to Chukotka being Finno-Ugric from this time till the arrival of Turkic and
Tungusic languages, and a strong Finno-Ugric substrate even among Chukotko-Kamchatkans by the
widespread presence of N-B202, subclade of N-Y16323, such substrate has not been identified so far
however. Also, traces of strong interaction between Uralic and Paleo-Siberians can be found in Uralic
languages as far west as Northeast Europe, (Pusztay 2011) what could not have been possible if all languages
of the Eurasian Arctic were Finno-Ugric from as early as the Pit Comb Ware culture, all the way from the
Batic Sea to Chukotka, what would be the case had the populations characterized by N-TAT been Uralic.
Also the mere existence of Yukaghiric appears to exclude this possibility. With such a recent split,
Yukaghiric should not only be an Uralic language, but it should even be Finno-Ugric, or at least closer to
Finno-Ugric than Finnio-Ugric and Samoyedic are to each-other. Genetic linguistic relationship between
Yukaghiric and Uralic however has been convincingly refuted by Ante Aikio (Aikio, 2014).
Regarding Iron Age geographic positions of Finno-Ugric languages, as described in my earlier paper, the
European Scythian migration seems to give place to the separation of Magyaric languages from the rest of
Ugric (Horvath 2019 A). However newer data and deeper analysis suggests this scenario to have been much
more complex than the one I concluded in that earlier paper of mine: Even though the Yamnaya - Corded
Ware - Andronovo demographic continuum appears to have been originally Finno-Ugric, it is obvious that
those groups of these demographics that migrated to the south, and became part of the BMAC culture and
then later the Indo-Iranian migrations, soon became assimilated to Indo-Iranian languages and populations
(that were originally most likely characterized by various J2 lineages), while those who stayed in the steppes
of what is today Northern Kazakhstan and Southwest Siberia presumably retained their Ugric language. To
decide which lineages of R1a-Z94 retained their original Ugric language and which ones became IndoIranianized early on, we can take for guidance the timeframe of the BMAC culture 2400-1900 BCE . Based
on this, we can assume that those who evolved together with southern lineages till the late stages or after the
BMAC, were already Indo-Iranianized, as they were constituent parts of the Indo-iranized hub that BMAC
represented, while northern lineages of the Steppe Belt, who split with southern lineages before or around the
foundation of BMAC, likely retained their Ugric language, as they were never part of Indo-Iranianized
BMAC, and stayed outside its’ influence. Using this time frame as guidance, (YFull 2021) R1a-Z94 lineages
that presumably represented demographics that retained their Ugric language were YP294, F1417, Z2122,
and S23592, while R1a-Z94 lineages that presumably represented Indo-Iranianized groups were Y37, L657,
and all subclades of Z2125 with the exception of S23592 and possibly Y20746. To summarize: R1a -Z2122
seems to be the dominant Ugric-Scythian lineage, while R1a- Y934 seems to be the dominant Indo-Iranian
lineage (including Iranian Scythians) while other lineages besides these main two, appear to be ambiguous.
If we attempt a reconstruction of migrations from Central Asia to the Pontic Steppe by sorting lineages on
the basis of this timeframe (YFull, 2021) can lead us to very interesting conclusions: Iranianized lineages
apparently originating from the former BMAC area seem to be focused and predominant in a wave of
migration in the first half of the 2nd Millennium BCE (Y2634, YP6420, YP4974, Y75187, Y19715) and
another one around 100 BCE (YP451), while lineages originating from the northern steppes of what is now
North Kazakhstan and Southwest Siberia seem to be dominant in a wave of migration in the second half of
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the 2nd Millennium BCE (F1417, Y38987, Y52, YP5844) and another one in the mid-1st Millennium BCE
(F1019, YP4768). This would mean an Iranian migration from Bactria in the first half of the 2nd millennium
BCE, then an Ugric one in the second half of the 2nd Millennium BCE and another Ugric one in the mid-1st
Millennium BCE, (with the Magyaric branch of Ugric splitting from the rest of Ugric during these two
waves, occupying the Pontic Steppe) and then one last Iranian one around 100 BCE. Groups arriving after
300 CE (YFull, 2021) were most likely already Turkified by the time they reached Europe, regardless
whether if they originated from the northern Steppe or from the former BMAC area (YP1359, Y155382,
FGC56425, SUR51, Y136333, Y210364, FT61419, Y5994). If we link these migrations to archaeological
cultures, the reconstruction of the following scenario emerges for the Pontic steppe:
- Catacomb culture, 2800-1700 BCE: Direct continuation of the Yamnaya culture. Extinct branch or
branches of Finno-Ugric
- Srubnaya culture, 1800-1200 BCE: Iranian, populations that mostly arrived from Bactria
- Cimmerians, Scythians, Sarmatians 1200 BCE – 500 CE: Ugric, populations that mostly arrived from the
Steppes of what is now Northern Kazakhstan and Southwest Siberia.
- Alans, 100 BCE – 500 CE: Iranian
- Huns and other Turkic groups after 300 CE
Such a scenario also seems to be supported by the distribution of R1b-Z2103, the other characteristic
haplogroup of the Bronze Age Steppe Belt west of the Altais. First, it is also rare in India, (YFull, 2021)
suggesting it’s steppe presence to have focused to the northern cluster along R1a-Z2122, second, it seems to
be dominant in Cimmerian and Scythian ancient DNA samples, while Srubnaya ancient DNA samples are
mostly R1a, showing a sharp distinction in the genetic characters of the two populations (Krzewińska et al.
2018). The scarcity of R1a in Cimmerian and Scythian ancient DNA samples is in apparent contrast with the
phyologenetic patterns of R1a lineages in the region today, that clearly indicate arrival in this era. An
explanation to this can be bottleneck effects, making R1b-Z2103 dominant in ancient samples.
With each of these waves gradually assimilating the previous ones, possibily resulting extended periods
of Iranian-Ugric bilinguality in the region, and also a likely period of Ugric-Turkic bilinguality in the early
phase of Turkification in the 4th -9th Centuries CE, possibly including the Hun, Onogur, Avar, and Khazar
polities, as Arab sources, when discussing the Khazars, do mention a language that is neither Turkic, nor
Iranian, and among the Volga Bulgars, a language that is identical with this mysterious language in Khazaria
(Golden & Hriban 2011). The first to link this anomaly to Magyaric was by Gábor Bálint de Szentkatolna,
but in a supposed Ural-Altaic framework, also involving Northwest Caucasian in it (Bálint 1901) however
such a framework is not supported by the genetic evidence, that suggests Ugric instead, as we could see. In
this case the origins of the solid demographic presence of the Hungarian language in the Carpathian basin
likely originate from consecutive waves of migrations of the Ugric-Turkic bilingual population that
dominated the Pontic Steppe in the 4th -9th Centuries CE, and from earlier waves of the Ugric speaking
populations of the Pontic Steppe before that, with the tribes arriving with Arpad in the 9 th century
representing only the last one in a series of these consecutive waves of migration, as I suggested in my paper
on the Uralic family (Horvath 2019 A). This scenario somewhat resembles that of Gyula László, (László
1978) but on a much broader timespan. As subclade R1a-Y2902 appears to be the most frequent haplogroup
of Eastern origins among Magyars (Family Tree DNA 2021) and it seems to be the most diverse in the Do n
Basin within the European Scythian region with TRMCA at 500 BCE (YFull 2021) this also seems to
support European Scythians to have been Ugric. This scenario is also supported by the findings of Török &
Neparáczki that not only genetic data of the group arrived with Árpád shows links to the Baikal region, thus
presumably Turkic-speaking, but numerically they also constituted a tiny minority compared to the masses
of commoners with European characteristics who already inhabited the Hungarian Plains at the time, and had
to be Magyaric-speaking if the group of Árpád was not. (Török & Neparáczki 2019) This description of
commoners exactly fits the Ugric-Speaking Scytho-Sarmatians concluded in this paper and in my earlier
paper on the issue (Horvath 2019) assimilating a Turkic-speaking or bilingual warrior class arrived with
Árpád.
The situation is no less complicated in the North. To try to link Finno-Permian sub-families to Iron Age
cultures in the region listed by Partushev (Partushev 2016) leads us to the following: Here toponymy and
genetic patterns both suggest each Finno-Ugric group to have been located further southwest from the
geographic positions where they were located in Modern and Early Modern times. The geographical range of
Ob-Ugric toponymy extends from the Urals to the Vychegda-Sukhona confluence and the Volga-Kama
confluence (Wiik 2008. p. 337.) thus covering most of the area what was Permian during Modern and E arly
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Modern times as well as most of the range of the Iron Age Ananyino culture. Permian also seems to have
been located further southwest of its’ present range, as as recently as 900 CE, the Komi area reached as far
west as the lower reaches of the Sukhona river. (Wiik 2008, p. 328.) We can see phylogenetic patterns
suggesting that the Ananyino culture represents the earliest manifestation of the Ob-Ugric languages. The
time of its’ formation roughly coincides with the time estimate for Ob-Ugric separating from the rest of
Ugric, and the phylogenetic pattern of N-Y23785 (formed 1200 BCE, TMRCA 700 BCE) suggests a
geographic expansion starting from the Volga-Kama confluence and covering the Ananyino area, and a later
branch of it, N-BY32515 (formed 600 BCE, TMRCA 100 CE) a further eastward migration to the Ob-basin
(YFull, 2020). The Volga-Kama confluence, from where this expansion originated, was repeatedl y reached
by Scythian migrations from the Andronovo area from the late-2nd Millennium BCE, as discussed above,
explaining how the founding population of Ananyino culture became Ugric-speaking. If the Ananyino
culture represented early Ob-Ugric, then early Permian must have been located further west of it, in which
case the Textile ceramic culture and N-Z1934 being the most plausible candidate for early Permian, while
the expansion of N-VL29 representing Finno-Samic as well as Mari and Mordvinic, with the Brushed
Pottery culture representing early Finno-Sámic and the Dnieper-Dvina and Upper Oka cultures representing
Mari and Mordvinic. Then in later centuries Finno-Sámic, Mari and Mordvinic seem to have pushed Permian
eastwards, while Permian seems to have pushed Obi-Ugric eastwards, till they reached their present location
by Medieval times. As this scenario makes both Permian and Ugric languages originate from the AbashevoSintashta complex, while Finno-Volgic languages to originate far west from it, this raises the question of
Permian within Finno-Ugric languages to have originally formed a common branch with Ugric instead of
with Finno-Volgic, with its’ closer apparent likeness with Finno-Volgic being only a result of strong areal
contact with it, while Ugric developed in a relative geographical isolation from them. On the Finno -Volgic
side, Sámic may have had the strongest areal impact of Permic, as it is the one that had the greatest
geographical overlap with the assumed ancient Permian area identified as the Textile Ceramic culture.

4. Revised origins of R1a and R1b
Before proceeding to the next chapter, we first have to take a brief review of the geographical origins of
haplogroups R1a and R1b, as they are crucial in forming the population of Europe. Regarding haplogroup
R1b, in the light of new discoveries (YFull 2021) I have to somewhat revise my original position on its’
geographic origins. In my earlier paper focusing on pre-Celtic (Horvath, 2019 B ) languages, I argued on
behalf of Anatolian origins, however new discoveries show a more complex picture. Regarding R1b-PH155,
the subclade that split away from European lineages of R1b the earliest, scarcity of samples and its’ presence
in the Middle East suggested Middle Eastern origins. However with the discovery of its’ presence in
Manchuria, reaching back to the Iron Age, its’ TMRCA at 5300 BCE, and its’ presence in Albania splitting
at 5300 BCE from the other main lineage of it that covers all other samples from Manchuria to the Middle
East, creates a new situation, suggesting this group to have originated not from the Middle East, but the
Balkans, moving to Central Asia with the Yamnaya-Afanasievo-Andronovo migrations, and reaching
Manchuria and the Middle East from there, with nomadic peoples.
Regarding R1b-V88, the recent discovery of its’ parent group R1b-V2219 (TMRCA 13000 BCE)
changes the issue greatly. Before the discovery of R1b-V2219, two option seemed to be possible: One that
V88 may originated from the Levant, with one branch of it moving to Africa, and the other to E urope, and
the other one of V88 moving to Europe first, and to Africa from there. However the discovery of ancient
R1b-V2219* samples in the Balkans basically decides the question in favour of the European scenario: R1bV2219 moving to the Balkans in the Bölling-Alleröd period, from there to Southern Italy, and then R1bY8451 (TMRCA 3500 BCE) moving to North Africa from there. This also changes the ancient location of
R1b-L754 (TMRCA 15100 BCE) to the Balkans. In this case the presence of R1b-V88 in the Levant in the
form of its’ subclade R1b-V4746 (TMRCA 2700 BCE) seem to be part of the Semitic-re-migration earlier
discussed in this paper. In this case, the eastward movement of R1b-M478 likely occurred through the Pontic
Steppe with the Yamnaya-Afanasievo-Andronovo migrations.
What all this does not change however is the apparent Anatolian focus of R1b-M269. The two primary
subclades of R1b-M269 are R1b-L23 and R1b-PF7562. R1b-OF7562 has three primary subclades, out of
which two are focused to Anatolia, and only one, R1b-PF7563 in Europe. which suggests Anatolian origins.
R1b-L23 has primary subclades, R1b-L51 and R1b-Z2103. Out of these, R1b-Z2103 has four primary
subclades, out of which three are focused in Anatolia, and only one (R1b-Z2103 ) in Europe and the Steppe
belt, which suggests Anatolian origins for R1b-Z2103 as well. R1b-L51 is focused in Europe, however so
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strong signs of Anatolian origins on behalf its’ sibling subclades suggests the entirity of R1b-M269 to having
had its’ focus in Anatolia, and that all R1b-L51 R1b-Z2106 and R1b-PF 7563 moved to Europe from
Anatolia. As the formation of R1b-L51 took place around 4100 BCE with its’ TMRCA around 3700 BCE ,
while R1b-Z2106 and R1b-PF7563 were both formed around 3400 BCE, this suggests R1b-L51 moving
separately from the other two, somewhat earlier than them, and the other two following together. The
Anatolia->Balkans-> Europe & Central Asia route is also solidly confirmed by a large-scale genetic study
involving multiple genomic elements, that got to the conclusion that the Ponto-Caspian Steppe belt was
populated from the Balkans through Ukraine, while demographic expansion from the south across the
Caucasus only reached as far north as the areas of the Northwest Caucasian and Northeast Caucasian peoples
(Yunusbayev et al., 2011). In a research published in 2018, Mathieson et al. also got to the conclusion that
there is no evidence of Steppe related ancestry moving through the Balkans to Anatolia, (Mathieson et al.
2018) which means that the only possible way this split between R1b-L51, R1b-Z2106, R1b-PF7563 and
their Anatolian sibling lineages could have taken place is a movement from Anatolia through the Balkans to
Europe and the Steppes. Also, had R1b-L51 reached Europe across the Caucasus and Ukraine, then we
should be able to see its’ earliest diverged subclades in these regions, what is not the case.
As R1b-M269 was formed around 11300 BCE, close to the start of the Younger Dryas, the most likely
scenario is that it was forced to from The Balkans to Anatolia by the freezing climate of this last stadial of
the Last Glacial Period.
R1b-Z2103 is present in Afanasievo, and it most likely reached there from the Yamnaya culture. The
most plausible candidate among its’ subclades for this is R1b-Z2106 that can be find in Europe and the
Steppe belt, and broke away from the three other primary subclades of R1b-Z2103 that can mostly be found
in Anatolia, around 3400 BCE, (YFull 2021) right in time for the establishment of the Yamnaya culture.
As these changes put the origins of both R1b-PH155 and R1b-V2219 to the Balkans instead of Anatolia, this
puts the origins of the entire R1b haplogroups to the Balkans instead of Anatolia. Newer discoveries also pu t
the R1a-YP1272 subclade of R1a with its’ R1a-YP1276 subclade appearing to be European more likely
originating from Europe, putting in turn the entire R1a-M459 to have originated from the Balkans. This
leaves R1a-YP5018 the ony Middle Eastern haplogroup of R1a, which in turn, combined by the apparently
Balkans origins of R1b and the rest of R1a puts the entire R1 subclade to the Balkans, and its’ route north of
the Caspian and Black seas reaching that place from its’ ancient homeland shared with R2 in Central Asia
probably during the LGM. In this new setting, the presence of R1a-YP5018 in Anatolia seems to be the
result of a migration during the Younger Dryas, probably due to the cold climate pushing populations to the
south, most likely as part of the same population as R1b-M269 did.
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5. Vasconic and South Caucasian – a macro family?

Map 6. The Vasconic-South-Caucasian macro-family
As I concluded in my paper on pre-Celtic Western Europe (Horvath 2019 B) Vasconic languages likely
spread with the Bell Beaker culture, and R1b subclades associated with its’ expansion, such as R1b-P312,
and as phylogenetic patterns of its’ parent groups suggests, it most likely originates from Southeast E urope.
The most likely source seems to be the Vucedol culture, occupying the Carpathian Basin and the Western
Balkans from 3000 BCE, right before the Bell Beaker culture was born right west to it. While the
presumably Vasconic Bell Beaker culture seems to be associated with the spread of R1b-L51, there are
certain factors that suggest that there is some kind of twist in its’ demographic and cultural origins as
opposed to simply following the geographical dispersal of the R1b-L51 phylogenetic tree. First, while the
Yamnaya culture, apparently established by the closely related R1b-Z2106 subclade appears to represent the
population that founded the Yamna culture, from where the Yamnaya autosomal admixture originates,
however in Bell Beaker areas, the presence of the Yamnaya autosomal admixture is relatively scarce, and the
Anatolian ancestry is dominant (Olalde et al. 2018) (Mathieson et al. 2018). This suggests that the R1b -L51
dominance in Western Europe may be a result of a population bottleneck with strong founder effects, in
which paternal lineages originating from a population more closely related to the Yamnaya became dominant
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in a population of mainly Anatolian origins. Second, besides the presence of R1b-L51, ancient DNA data
also shows the presence of haplogroup G2a in the population of the Vucedol culture, (Clair 2020) th e most
likely origin of the Bell Beaker expansion, a haplogroup that indeed originated in Northern Anatolia, and
arrived to the Vucedol area in multiple waves from the Neolithic to the Early Bronze age. Third, genetic
linguistic connections were suggested by multiple authors between Vasconic and South Caucasian, (Trask
1995) the language family of Georgian and some minor related languages, which strikingly coincides with
the fact, that South Caucasian populations are also dominated by haplogroup G2a. These factors all suggest
Bell Beaker founders descending from a population originally dominated by haplogroup G2a and originating
from Northern Anatolia, R1b-L51 becoming a dominant paternal lineage in it only due to a bottleneck effect,
as well as this suggests Vasconic and South Caucasian indeed forming a macro-family together, originating
from North Anatolia, with ancestors of the South Caucasians moved to the east, while ancestors of Vascons
moved to the west. When the migration from the ancient homeland in North Anatolia to the Vucedol area
exactly took place is hard to tell, as multiple subclades of G2a appear to have taken the journey in
consecutive waves: A major wave appears to have departed around 7200BCE with subclade G-Z17775, with
its’ direct sibling lineage, showing a strong presence in South Caucasian populations, and other possible
subclades present in Europe, but having all their sibling lineages in Anatolia, this apparently representing
migrations to Europe with their times of forming, thus earliest possible departure from Anatolia are GPF3177 (8900 BCE) G-L497 (6800 BCE), G-L660 and G-Z724 (both in 5600 BCE) and G-Z37368 (3800
BCE). As G-Z17775 has the closest genetic links to the greatest demographic presence in the South
Caucasus, it seems to be the most plausible candidate, however all lineages mentioned here migrating it
before the foundation of the Vucedol culture are possible agents. Therefore the migration of Early Vasconic
from Northern Anatolia to the Carpathian Basin and the West Balkans could have taken place any time
between the Neolithic and the early Bronze Age. The little Yamnaya presence that does exist among Bell
Beaker populations likely represent fragments picked up from that western branch of the Yamnaya culture
that was present on the Great Plains of what is today Hungary, or from that western branch of Corded Ware
culture that covered much of Germany before the arrival of the Bell Beaker culture and population.
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6. An Uralo-Tyrsenian macro-family?

Map 7. The Uralo-Tyrsenian macro-family
Genetics and circumstantial evidence both appears to support the long suggested genetic connections
between the Uralic and the Tyrsenian language families: R1b-Z2106, a subclade of M269 originating in
Anatolia puts the origins of the Uralic language family there, likely to the southwestern part, south of the
homeland of the Vasconic-South Caucasian macro-family in North Anatolia characterized by haplogroup
G2a, and presumably west of that of Indo-European that arrived to Europe later as suggested in my earlier
paper on pre-Indo-European language families of Europe (Horvath 2019B). In time the arrival of Uralic from
Anatolia to Europe must have taken place sometime between the arrival of Vasconic and Indo-European.
What makes the situation interesting, is that both the plausible time frame and Anatolian location makes the
geographical origins and arrival of Tyrsenian from Anatolia to Europe suspiciously close to that of Uralic. It
also had to arrive between the arrival of Vasconic and Indo-European, and it also must have been located in
the southwest of Anatolia, south of Vasconic-South-Caucasian, and west of Indo-European. To make things
even more peculiar, lineages to have splitted from their siblings in Anatolia are mostly R1b, G2a, and J 2
lineages (YFull 2021) If R1b represents early Uralic, G2a early Vasconic and South Caucasian, and J2 early
Indo-European, with the possibility of some groups carrying some lineages of these haplogroups shifted to
the other language, this leaves no place for a fourth population that could have represented early Tyrsenian in
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Anatolia. This means that Tyrsenian should have oirginally constituted a macro family with either of the
three: Uralic, Indo-European, or Vasconic-South-Caucasian. Out of the three, circumstantial evidence
described above regarding its’ migration suggests closest areal relationship with Uralic, and genetic
linguistic links have been suggested between Uralic and Tyrsenian by a number of scholars for more than a
century, such as Isaac Taylor, Jules Martha, and Mario Alinei (Taylor 1874) (Martha 1913)(Alinei 2003). As
genetic patterns suggesting Tyrsenian to share genetic relationship with one of the three groups, and the one
with which it seems to share linguistic and areal relationship seems to be Uralic, this suggests that the one
out of the three groups with which it shares genetic relationship is also the same. This means that the
linguistic relationship between Tyrsenian and Uralic is not only areal, but genetic, suggesting the existenc e
of an Uralo-Tyrsenian macro-family. The two must have separated before proto-Uralic established the
Yamnaya culture around 3300 BCE, that is sometime in the mid- to early 4th millennium BCE. As R1bZ2106 and R1b-PF7563 are genetically related, and both appear to have moved from Anatolia to Europe
around 3400 BCE, one possibility among others is that while R1b-Z2106 represented proto-Uralic, R1bPF7563 represented proto-Tyrsenian. European Branches of R1b-Z2106 representing proto-Tyrsenian while
Steppe branches of it representing proto-Uralic is also another possibility. The location of the split between
the two could either mean Proto-Tyrsenian establishing itself on the Balkans, while proto-Uralic establishing
the Yamnaya culture (in this case the Ezero culture seems to be the most plausible candidate as its’
timeframe roughly coincides with that of Yamnaya) or Yamnaya itself representing both of them, with
Tyrsenian being established as the western flank of Yamnaya that reached what is today Bulgaria, Hun gary
and Romania, while proto-Uralic coming from the eastern branch in what is today southern Russia and
Ukraine. The immense later linguistic distance between Uralic and Tyrsenian is likely the consequence of
not only this extremely early time of divergence, but also to the extremely different natural environment and
native cultural and linguistic substrates that the Uralic and Tyrsenian populations later met in their respective
areas of later expansion. Thus alongside the suggested Vasconic-South-Caucasian macro-family originating
from Neolithic North Anatolia, the existence of an Uralo-Tyrsenian macro-family originating from Neolithic
Southwest Anatolia also seems to be plausible. It is also interesting to note, that while the phylogenetic
structures of R1b-Z2103 and R1b-PF7562 suggests Anatolian origins to both as discussed earlier, the
continuous presence of ancient R1b samples from the Pontic Steppe from the paleolithic all the way to the
Yamnaya-era (Clair 2020) suggests a continuous para-Uralo-Tyrseinian presence in the Pontic Steppe as
well till the Yamnaya era, and so does phylogenetic patterns of R1b-M478, R1b-Y13200, R1b-V1636, and
R1b-PH200 as discussed earlier in this paper, indicating the peculiar scenario of an Anatolian offshoot of the
same population returning to the region, as the one that survived on the ground.
This situation of two apparent distinct centers of R1b expansion in the early 4th Millennium BCE, one in
Anatolia and one in the Pontic steppe makes multiple scenarios possible for an Uralo-Tyrsenian macrofamily alongside the scenario described above, with Uralo-tyrsenian Urheimat on the Pontic Steppe instead
of Anatolia. As Tyrseian languages appear to share more in common with Uralic, than with Indo -E uropean
or Vasconic, and the Urnfield culture, apparently linked to Tyrsenian, seems to have originated from the
Carpathian Basin, near the western edge of the Steppe Belt a common Urheimat on the Pontic Steppe is
possible as well. Alternate scenarios appear to be the following: As R1b-M269 forms a 6000 years long
bottleneck before splitting up to its’ existing lineages (YFull 2021) it is possible, that in Anatolia it
represented a demographics of very low numbers, and consequently blended in the local population,
adopting their language. In this case, Uralo-Tyrsenian is a macro-family that originates from the ancient
populations of Anatolia prior to the arrival of R1b-M269, and the languages spoken by the populations of the
Pontic Steppe spoke languages of a completely unrelated stock, and adopted these Anatolian languages after
the arrival of R1-Z2106 from Anatolia. An other possibility is that the Pontic Steppe population
characterized by R1b assimilated the Anatolian population characterized by R1b-Z2106 to its’ own language.
In this case, R1b-Z2103 and R1b-PF7562 may have even adopted Indo-European, Vasconic or South
Caucasian languages in Anatolia, but then re-assimilated to the languages of their ancestors when arriving
back to the Pontic Steppe. In this case, obviously Tyrsenian originates not from the Ezero culture or some
other Balkan cultures, but from the western flank of Yamnaya that reached what are today Bulgaria, Hungary
and Romania. However a number of factors make these two alternate scenarios seem to be less likely than
the first one discussed above: If the population characterized by R1b-M269 arriving to Anatolia from the
Balkans during the Younger Dryas adopted a local language there, then it should be more similar to IndoEuropean, South Caucasian or Vasconic. On the other hand, usually languages of conquerors and more
advanced technologies assimilate those of the conquered, specially if the conquered had less advanced
technologies. The Anatolian farmers characterized by R1a-Z2106 arriving to the Pontic Steppe represented
more advanced technologies than the native cultures of the region, and most likely were sort of conquerors as
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well, thus it seems to be unlikely for them to adopt the language of the locals. Thus the most plausible
scenario for the origins of the Uralic languages spread by the Yamnaya seems to be the first one here: That it
was the language of the Anatolian farmers characterized by R1b-Z2106 arriving to the Pontic Steppe in the
mid 4th Millennium BCE, and that this language in turn was the one originally introduced to Anatolia by the
group characterized by R1b-M269, that arrived there from the Balkans during the Younger Dryas, and as
such, was related to the pre-Yamnaya population of the Pontic Steppe, characterized by other R1b-M269
lineages. There can be even one further twist: A technology that could possibly mean superior capabilities
compared to the Anatolian farmers, sufficient for them to adopt the language of another population, is the
domestication of the horse. However had the population of the Pontic Steppe already been in the possession
of horses at the time of the arrival of the Anatolian farmers characterized by R1b-Z2106, they most likely
wouldn’t have allowed them to settle the region in the first place, give the trend of farming and pastoral
societies being hostile to each-other when having to share the same land, as observed in history every corner
of the world. Thus had the pre-Yamnaya population of the region possessed a technology superior enough to
assimilate the Anatolian farmers who arrived to their land, they wouldn’t have let them to settle there in the
first place. However there can be even one more further twist in the story: Newest research puts the
domestication of the horse not to the Yamnaya culture, but just to the Botai culture, just a little bit further
east (Outram et al. 2009). So it is also possible that the Pontic Steppe was first taken over by the Ana tolian
farmers characterized by R1b-Z2106, and then soon after that by horse nomads from the Botai culture, with
the latter assimilating the former to its’ own language, making the Botai culture the original cradle of the
Uralo-Tyrsenian macro-family. As their phylogenetic structure tells the location of R1b subclades that stayed
on the Steppes, such as R1b-M478, R1b-PH200, and R1b-V1636 with limited accuracy, in this case their
cradle of the Steppe belt may have been the Botai culture instead of the Pontic Steppe, and they took part in
this expansion. However certain factors makes this scenario though possible, somewhat less likely: First, the
chronology would be extremely tight. The Botai culture domesticated the horse around 3500 BCE, R1bZ2106 departed from Anatolia around 3400 BCE, and Yamnaya expansion already established the
Afanasievo culture near the Altai Mountains around 3300 BCE. This means that horse nomads from Botai
should have taken over the Yamnaya area no earlier than the arrival of R1b-Z2106 from Anatolia around
3400 BCE, but no later than the Yamnaya expansion around 3300 BCE. To make things more complicated,
the main agent of this expansion was apparently R1b-Z2106, linked to Anatolian farmers, so for it to play
this role in this expansion, it should have fully assimilated to the Botai horse nomads before starting its’
expansion. Due to the tight timeframe, this assimilation must have happened no earlier than 3400 BCE , and
no later than 3300 BCE. This would have left a timeframe as tight as literally two to three generations for the
Anatolian farmers characterized by R1b-Z2106 to arrive to the Pontic Steppe, establish themselves there,
then being conquered by the Botai horse nomads, then to be fully assimilated by the Botai, and then
orchestrating the expansion till the Altai Mountains, doing all this in less than a hundred years between
3400-3300 BCE. Although the least unlikely among the alternate scenarios, this extremely tight timeframe
makes this still less likely (though not impossible) than the primary scenario described above in this chapter.
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7. Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut – A Paleo-Siberian macro family with traces in Europe

Map 8. The Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut macro-family
If the Siberian hunter-gatherer populations establishing the Pit Comb Ware populations, dominated by
haplogroup N did not represent early Uralic speakers, then they most likely represented Paleo-Siberian
language families. As we will see, the most likely candidate for this seems to be a Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut
macro-family. In many ways this seems to be similar to the Uralo-Siberian macro-family suggested by
Fortescue (Fortescue 2011), with the difference that in this case, as demonstrated earlier in this paper, Uralic
does not seem to be included, just Eskimo-Aleut and Yukaghiric, with the similarities with Uralic only being
a result of strong areal interaction, and a significant Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut substratum in uralic.
As among Paleo-Siberian language families, Yeniseian populations are dominated by haplogroup Q, and
are also linguistically linked to the Na-Dené populations Vajda 2010). Nivkh populations are dominated by
haplogroups P1, and Q (Kharkov 2012) thus Nivkh and Yeniseian languages probably cannot be linked to
populations dominated by haplogroup N. What makes the issue of the rest of Paleo-Siberian languages
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peculiar, is that while Yukaghiric and Chukotko-Kamchatkan speaking populations are dominated by the NM2126 subclade of haplogroup N-TAT, (besides the presence of haplogroups P1 and Q) linguists put
Yukaghiric languages close to Eskimo-Aleut, but not to Chukotko-Kamchatkan. (Fortescue 2011) At the
same time, Eskimo-Aleut populations are dominated today by haplogroup Q-F746 (subclade Q-B143) which
puts these populations closer to Chukotko-Kamchatkan, as we will later see in this paper, however their
language seems to be more closely related to Yukaghiric. This would indicate today’s Eskimo-Aleut
populations having gone through a language shift, adopting the language of a neighboring N-M2126
majority population, and also that part of today’s Chukotko-Kamchatkan speaking populations that is
characterized by N-M2126 having gone through a language shit as well, adapting language of a population
presumably dominated by P1 and Q-B143. Thus the most probable source of Eskimo-Aleut languages seems
to be a population assimilated by and absorbed into the present Chukotko-Kamchatkan speaking population,
as the nearest major concentration of N-M2126 occurrs there. The most likely candidate for the Chukotko Kamchatkan languages seems to be an ancient Nivkh-related population as we will see later in this paper.
Therefore the most likely scenario seems to be populations dominated by N-M2126 , and originating from
the Pit-Comb Ware culture moving east from Europe and the Ural region to Siberia, forming the Yukaghiric
and Eskimo-Aleut languages (with N-M2058 probably being characteristic to proto-Yukaghiric, and NY16323 to proto-Eskimo-Aleut populations), then in a second step, today’s Q-F746 dominated Eskimo-Aleut
populations adopting the language from the majority N-Y16323 populations in Beringia, and then in a third
step, most of the majority-N-Y16323 populations in Eastern Siberia shifting to Chukotko-Kamchatkan . As
N-B202, the dominant subclade of N-Y16323 has its’ TMRCA at 500BCE, today’s Q-F746 majority
Eskimo-Aleut speaking populations must have adopted their languages after this date, and the shift of the
East-Siberian majority N-B202 population must have shifted to Chukotko-Kamchatkan only after that. This
suggests today’s Q-F746 majority Eskimo-Aleut speaking populations adopting Eskimo-Aleut languages at
the stage of the Old Bering Sea culture started at 400 BCE,(Collins 1964) and having spread eastwards with
the expansion of the descending Thule culture, forming the modern Inuit populations. Thus the shift of the
majority N-B202 populations in East Asia to Chukotko-Kamchatkan must have occurred later than this.
Although with Y-DNA lineages both belonging to Q-F746, difference in this aspect is not apparent
between Pelao- and Neo-Eskimo populations, an autosomal study by Raghavan et al. clearly distincted the
two populations with the Paleo-Eskimo population that appears to be identical with the original Q-F746
crossing probably representing the Dorset culture, and the Neo-Eskimo population representing the Thule
culture making its’ way in the 1st Millennium CE. This study also established links with the Neo-Eskimo and
the Siberian Birnirk culture of the mid-1st Millennium CE. (Raghavan et al. 2014.) Assuming the NeoEskimo migration representing the Eskimo-Aleut family, this suggests Chukotka being Eskimo-Aleut as late
as the time of the Birnirk culture in the mid 1 st Millennium BCE, assimilated by the expansion of the
Chukotko-Kamchatkan family only after that. On the other hand, it makes it unclear whether if EskimoAleut in America originate from the Old Bering Sea culture, the Birnirk culture, or possibly even from both,
if they both represented members of the same language family. (Given the linguistic distance, even a
scenario with Old Bering Sea culture representing the Aleut branch, while the Birnirk culture representing
the Inuit-Yupik branch seems to be possible.)
Timeline of the original eastwards migration of majority N-M2126 populations from the European Pit
Comb Ware culture, representing the ancestors of Yukaghiric and Eskimo-Aleut, probably started around
2600 BCE. Although N-M2019 split from the rest in 4200 BCE, it largely remained a bottleneck in Siberia
till 1800 BCE. Thus the start of a real demographic expansion is more likely the formation of N -Y16323 at
2600 BCE, what also had its’ TMRCA at 2600 BCE as well. (YFull 2021). Due to this evidence, I have t o
revise my point on Seima-Turbino-Culture stated in my paper regarding Uralic languages (Horvath 2019 A).
It seems that Seima-Turbino culture did not represent any major expansion from the east represented by N TAT subclades, but N-TAT subclades in Uralic populations all appear to be remnants of Yukaghir-E skimoAleut Pit Comb Ware populations, and Seima-Turbino culture merely appears to be either a later culture of
the remnant of these populations, or a mere trade network, with not only N-VL29, but also N-Z1936
bottlenecks of Pit Comb Ware origin, already assimilated into Corded Ware populations long before the start
of their expansion.
Regarding the eastward movement of this family from Pit-Comb Ware Europe to Asia, it is hard to tell
exact details due to apparent bottleneck events that literally took millennia. Each of N-Y16323 and NM2028, the two Pit-Comb Ware lineages moving into Siberia has a subarctic branch and a steppe branch,
with the subarctic and steppe branches of N-Y16323 (that is N-F4205 and N-B202) splitting at 2600 BCE ,
while the subarctic and steppe branches of N-M2019 (that is N-A9408 and N-M2016) split at 1800 BCE,
with the steppe branches most likely being assimilated into Corded Ware and Andronovo steppe populations
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early on, thus the Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut language family originating from the two subarctic branches, NM2016 and N-N202. However the TMRCA-s of both lineages is relatively recent, with N-B202 at 500 BCE ,
and N-M2016 only at 300 BCE. Moreover, most ov N-M2016 even belong to N-M1993, a lineage with a
TMRCA as recently as 600 AD. This means it is hard to tell what happened with these two subclades before
these TMRCA-s. This suggests the family sharing a homeland probably at first in Western Siberia, with the
expansion of N-B202 representing a secondary expansion of Eskimo-Aleut languages reaching Beringia at
500 BCE, and the expansion of N-M2016 or its’ dominant lineage, N-M1993 representing a secondary
expansion of Yukaghiric languages moving into the Lena basin from Central Siberia (probably from the
tributaries of the lower section of the Yenisei) at 300 BCE or 600 CE. As Alexander Vovin has detected
Eskimo-Aleut substrate in northern Tungusic languages, (Vovin 2015) this means that Eskimo-Aleut
survived in Siberia long enough to interact with the Tungusic expansion, suggesting Eskimo-Aleut languages
being dominant in the Lena basin up until then, which indicates rather the later of the two options (600 CE )
than the earlier (300 BCE). Vovin’s conclusions combined with that of Raghavan et al. on Neo-Eskimo
populations being linked to the Birnirk culture (Raghavan et al. 2014.) strongly suggests a solid EskimoAleut presence in vast areas of Eastern Siberia as late as the 1 st Millennium CE. A substrate formed by the
common ancestor of Yukaghiric and Eskimo-Aleut languages in Uralic acquired as the Uralic Corded Ware
culture took over the Pit-Comb Ware culture represented by them, is a plausible explanation for linguistic
connections between the two, described by Pusztay (Pusztay 2011) represented by traces of the language of
absorbed and assimilated Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut populations in Uralic languages. On the other hand, the
paradox of the Eskimo-Aleut languages is that while the most popular view puts the split of Eskimo and
Aleutic at as early as 2000 BCE (Kaplan 1984). However at that time, no Paleo-Siberian related haplogroups
were yet present in Beringia, only populations dominated by Q-F746, that, as we will see later in this pap er,
would have meant a language much more closely related to Chukotko-Kamchatkan, than to Yukaghiric or
Eskimo-Aleut. So for Eskimo-Aleut, to end up having its’ linguistic position closer to Yukaghiric, the
scenario described above needed to happen, but that would put the split of Eskimo and Aleut no earlier than
500 BCE. Kelteminar culture (5500-3500 BCE) is also believed to belong to the Comb ceramic horizon,
(Heršak 2001) therefore we can assume belonging to this family, although this still is yet to be confirmed by
ancient DNA.
Urheimat of this family most likely can be found in Korea or Northeast China. Not only genetic but also
cultural links identified by archaeologists originate the Pit Comb Ware culture that probably introduced the
N-L708 subclade of N-TAT to Europe in the Liao civilization, confirmed to have been represented by a
population of overwhelming haplogroup N majority. (Cui et al. 2013) The Jeulmun pottery period of Korea
(8000-1500 BCE) also appears to belong the same Comb Ceramic cultural horizon, and while ancient DNA
is scarce, but the occurrence of N-F1101, a subclade of haplogroup N-L666 that split from its’ Siberian
subclades in 6700 BCE, and non-specified N-LLY22g (Rootsi et al. 2007) suggests an early presence of
haplogroup N in Korea, supporting the scenario that Jeulmun pottery meant not only cultural, but also
demographic continuity with the Liao civilization. As Jeulmun potter period started earlier than the Liao
civilization, it is possible that it was Jeulmun pottery period Korea rather than the Liao civilization, that
represented the ultimate urheimat of the Comb Ceramic culture, and the Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut family.
We can conclude, that this family, the Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut languages dominated Korea and Southern
Manchuria before Altaic took over.
One more regarding haplogroup N is its’ earliest split subclade, N-Y6503, that split from the rest in
19700 BCE, and is now found in Central Asia and Eastern Europe. To make this question even more
complicated, despite being formed in 19700 BCE, N-Y6503 has its’ TMRCA only in 10500 BCE, and apart
from one single sample, all its’ present occurrence belongs to its’ subclade N-Y189.2, which has its’
TMRCA as recently as 2400 BCE. (YFull, 2020). In the scope of this fragmented presence, it remains
unclear whether if N-Y6503 moved west dominating a population or just as a bottleneck, thus it is also
unclear whether if it represented the same population, culture and language as the rest of haplogroup N with
Comb Ceramic cultures and Yukaghir-Eskimo-Aleut languages, or something else.
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Regarding the Afro-Asiatic family, what makes the situation ambiguous is the discrepancy in the
distribution pattern of haplogroup E-M78 (TMRCA 11 400 BCE). As both the parent haplogroup of E M78,
that is E-L539 (TMRCA 16100 BCE) and the sibling haplogroup of this parent group, the less widespread E Z827 (TMRCA 21600 BCE) are both mostly distributed around the Mediterranean, including Europe,
showing highest microsatellite variance in the Levant, this suggests that already the common ancestor group
of E-L539 and E-Z827, that is E-M35 (TMRCA 22000 BCE) had arrived to the Levant during the Last
Glacial Maximum, and started to divert to subclades already there. While E-M78 shows the highest
microsatellite variance in the Levant (YFull 2021), thus suggesting the origins of it as well as the entire
Afro-Asiatic family there, but Afro-Asiatic language family shows the highest variety in Africa, with
Chadic, Berber, Egyptic and Cushitic all being present in Africa, and only Semitic in Asia. The most simple
solution for the discrepancy between high genetic diversity in the Levant and high linguistic diversity in
Africa could be that Semitic is a result of a relatively late re-migration from North Africa or the ancient
Canaan after ancestors of the other branches of Afro-Asiatic migrated to North Africa. (Otherwise AfroAsiatic languages should be more diverse in the Middle East than in Africa, which is clearly not the case.)
This is also supported by the fact that otherwise E-M78 and even its’ primary subclades are much older by
multiple times than the presumed age of language families analyzed in this paper and my earlier papers, as
timing of TMRCA-s of its’ primary subclades is the following: 10 000 BCE for E-Z1902, and 9900 BCE for
E-Z1919. Regarding secondary subclades, for subclades of E-Z1902 it is 8400 BCE for E-V12 (quaternary
ancestor of E-V32, the most widespread subclade of E-V78 in African Cushitic areas, with its’ on TMRCA
at 5200 BCE) and 6800 BCE for E-Z22639 (primary ancestor of E-V65, most widespread E-M78 subclade
in the Maghreb with its’ own TMRCA at 2100 BCE, most of it however belonging to its’ subclade Z1231,
with its’ own TMRCA at 900 BCE)) and regarding the subclades of E-Z1919 it is 6211 BCE for E-L618
(primary ancestor of E-V13 widespread in Europe with its’ own TMRCA dated to 2800 BCE) and it is 6400
BCE for E-V22 (most widespread in Egypt) (YFull 2021). The most plausible date and event for migration
to North Africa, seems to be the arrival of wheat and barley cultivation into Egypt in the first half of the fifth
millennium BCE (Stevens et al. 2016). There is an apparent coincidence in the TMRCA-s of E-CTS2294,
the most widespread primary subclade of E-V32, widespread in Cushitic areas at 3200 BCE, and that of
R1b-Y7771 in 3100 BCE (YFull 2021), that subclade of the African subclade of R1b, R1b-V88, that is the
most widespread in Chadic areas, suggesting them to had been two flanks of the same demographic
expansion, spreading out from Northeast Africa to the west and south, probably occurring already after the
population characterizes by R1b-Y7771 already been linguistically assimilated by Afro-Asiatics. E-M81
(TMRCA 800 BCE), one of the subclades of E-Z827, the sibling subclade of E-M78 shows a distribution
pattern (YFull 2021) that suggests it to have played a key role in the original Berber expansion in the
Maghreb.
The most plausible candidates for Semitic re-migration to the Fertile Crescent with TMRCA-s fitting the
arrival of the Akkadians and other early Semitic peoples are certain subclades of both E-V22 and E-V12
with relatively early TMRCA-s present in the middle east could be candidates fur such re-migration, such as
E-FGC14382 (TMRCA 2200 BCE), E-V3262 (TMRCA 2600 BCE).
It is also interesting to note that not only the E-V13 (TMRCA 2800 BCE) subclade of E -L618, but also
the E-FGC7703 (TMRCA 6600 BCE) subclade of E-V12 is also primarily European. These early migrations
to Europe also strongly suggest an ancient homeland in the Levante, likely linked to the Natufian culture. As
populations carrying these subclades to Europe already broke away from those groups that participated in the
great demographic expansions that can be associated with Afro-Asiatic proper before that apparent major
waves of expansion in the 4th -3rd millennia BCE discussed above, their languages were most likely ones that
can rather be addressed as para-Afro-Asiatic than Afro-Asiatic. As E-V13 arrived to Europe already after the
Vasconic expansion discussed in my previous paper focusing on pre-Celtic (Horvath, 2019 B ) languages it
could reach the Balkans no earlier than the Tyrsenian expansion discussed in the same paper. However as
Etruscan does not appear to be Afro-Asiatic or not even para-Afro-Asiatic, this suggests that the population
carrying E-V13 have most likely already been assimilated in language by the Tyrsenians in Anatolia or the
Aegean, and this may as well be true regarding E-FGC7703 as its’ own primary subclades also seemed to
have reached Europe not before the 3rd millennium BCE. As both groups are greatly absent from Trukey,
their expansion into Europe may have occurred as a bottleneck. This also suggests that Omotic broke away
from Afro-Asiatic languages when E-M35 broke away from the rest of E-M215 sometime before 22000
BCE. Certain subclades of E-Z827, the sibling subclade of E-M78 show a distribution pattern that suggests
early expansion into Europe. One of them, E-Y10541 (TMRCA 6700 BCE) appears to have spread with the
early Mediterranean Neolithic, while another, E-PF1962 (TMRCA 16700 BCE) already with the
Magdalenian culture (YFull 2021).
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9. The origins of Northeast Caucasian, Northwest Caucasian and Sumerian
The Northeast Caucasian language family seems to show clear links to Ancient eastern Anatolia, as most
subclades of J1-Z1842 (TMRCA 4300 BCE) can be linked to the Armenian Highlands and present day
Azerbaijan, precisely fitting the exact location of the Kura-Araxes culture (3400 BCE- 2000 BCE). Three
subclades of it, J1-ZS3042 (TMRCA 3500 BCE), J1-ZS5658 (TMRCA 2800 BCE), J1-ZS2872 (2800 BCE )
and J1-Y5353 (TMRCA 2500 BCE) are widespread among Northeast Caucasian groups (YFull 2021),
suggest Northeast Caucasian languages to have originated from the Kura-Araxes culture. As ancient J1
subclades also seem to have been present in the ancient Levant as well, this supports the existence of the
Alarodian language family, linking Hurrian to Northeast Caucasian.
Regarding the Northwest Caucasian language famil, broader analysis of other genetic components by
Yunusbayev et al (Yunusbayev et al. 2011). confirmed that Northwest Caucasian populations also originate
from South of the Caucasus, thus from within the cradle of the Neolithic Middle East. This also supports
their supposed relations to the Indo-European family (Colarusso, 1997), and suggests that their urheimat
must have been in close proximity with that of the Indo-European Homeland in Eastern Anatolia. On the
other hand it must have been west of the Northeast Caucasian urheimat, as the latter seemed to have cover
the entire Kura-Araxes culture area. The presence of J2-M67 in Northwest Caucasian populations also points
to origins south of the Caucasus, although as J2-M67 is present in human populations belonging to both
Northwest Caucasian and Northeast Caucasian language groups, it is somewhat ambiguous to which
language family did the population that introduced it in the region, belong to.
An interesting pair of a mysterious language family, and a mysterious subclade are Sumerian and
haplogroup T. Haplogroup T-M70 (TMRCA 13900 BCE) on the other hand may be a solution to the
question of Sumerian, as diverged from its’ closest sibling, haplogroup L tens of thousands of years ago, i t
may very well be the sign of a population diverged from other neighboring populations long enough to
produce a language isolate. Out of the three primary subclades of haplogroup T, one T-L162 (TMRCA
10200 BCE) is widespread all over the Euro-Mediterranean region, with several subclades apparently
surviving as bottlenecks and diverged only in medieval times, thus probably forming an ancient substrate in
the Levant. The second one, T-Y11151 (TMRCA 13800 BCE) seems to have its’ epicenter in Mesopotamia.
Although many surviving subclades of this primary subclade seem to be bottlenecks that after the Neolithic,
diverged again only in medieval times, but one subclade of T-Y11151, T-Y13698 (TMRCA 4900 BCE)
shows not only a most recent common ancestor dated to the right time for the start of Sumerian civilization,
but also further diverged in the 4th and 3rd millennia BCE, just suitable for the Sumerian civilization. The
third one, T-L131 (TMRCA 8900 BCE) has two subclades, one of which T-Y13244 (TMRCA 7800 BCE)
seem to be focused in Mesopotamia, while its’ other subclade T-Y6033 (TMRCA 5700 BCE) is widespread
in all over the Euro-Mediterranean region, again suggesting epicenter in the Levant (YFull 2021). Thus
haplogroup T seems to have its’ epicenter in Mesopotamia, and with its’ earliest diverged offshoots ending
up in the Levant, this seems to be originally rather Northern Mesopotamia, than the south, confirming the
theories of Sumerians originating from Northern Mesopotamia, and moving south along the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers, in accordance with the spread of wheat and barley. Thus, Sumerian as a language isolate of
Mesopotamia, and haplogroup T, having its’ epicenter in Mesopotamia seem to be the perfect match.
Linking Sumerian to a population characterized by haplogroup T seems to be definitely more plausible
than any alternate scenario. As the number of haplogroups in the region is limited, only populations
characterized by haplogroup J1, and haplogroup L seem to offer reasonable alternatives. A study linked
Sumerian to J1-B58 (earlier known as J1-Page08) (Al-Zahery et al. 2011) however J1-P58 subclades
characteristic to Iraq are much younger, such as J-ZS6178 (TMRCA 2100 BCE) J-ZS6270 (TMRCA 2400
BCE) or J1-FGC4285 (TMRCA 600 CE) all of them having older sibling subclades widespread outside Iraq
(YFull 2021).
Anyhow, regarding both haplogrup J1 and haplogroup L that could otherwise show populations that could
possibly be alternate ancestors of Sumerians, phylogenetic patterns of both these haplogroups with relative
recent divergence in the region are such, that wouldn’t have given Sumerian enough time, to diverge
sufficiently from Alarodian or Elamo-Dravidian languages to become an unrelatable language isolate, thus
haplogroup T seems to be the most plausible solution to the problem.
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10. Elamo-Dravidian originating from the Zagros, and the Eastern flank of Indo-European expansion
that followed

Map 10. The Elamo-Dravidian family
Phylogenetic patterns also confirm Renfrew’s assumption of Elamo-Dravidian languages originating in
the middle East. As out of the two primary subclades, L-M317 and L-M2481 of haplogroup L-M22, that is
otherwise characteristic to Dravidian-speaking human populations of India, L-M317 is mostly present in
Anatolia, the Levant and Europe, while L-M2481 in areas east of Anatolia, such as the Gulf-region, the
Iranian Plateau and the Indian Subcontinent (YFull 2021), this indeed suggests L-M22 having had its’
original homeland somewhere around the present Turkish-Iraqi borderlands. Subclade L-Z5934, its’ most
prominent subclade in India has its’ TMRCA at 3600 BC suggests a migration to India at that time. As the
ancestral clades of L-Z5934 up to seven level (up until L-L1320) have their TMRCA-s after 4000 BCE (six
out of the seven levels in 3600 BCE), and most of their subclades have presence in both India and the Gulf
region, this suggests a migration taking place relatively rapidly from the Gulf region to India around 3600
BCE, precisely matching the time when the farming of wheat and barley reached the Indus valley (Stevens et
al. 2016), and shortly predating the formation of the Indus Valley Civilization in 3300 BC (Wright, 2010)
thus apparently confirming that it was not a mere cultural diffusion, but migration of a specific human
demographic group that spread introduced the cultivation of wheat and barley from the Middle East into the
Indus valley, and established that magnificent civilization there.
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Some other subclades of L-M22 on the other hand show phylogenetic patterns that suggests that they
were left behind in the Gulf region or the Iranian Plateau during this early migration, and arrived later as part
of the Indo-Aryan invasion, having been assimilated by the Indo-Aryans in those regions. Among such, we
can mention L-Z5921 and L-M2385.
An earlier phase of this Elamo-Dravidian expansion seems to be the one that introduced wheat and
barley production to the Iranian plateau in the 6 th -5th millennium BCE (Stevens et al. 2016). According to
their age and distribution, J2b-Z2449 and primary subclades of L-M2481 seem to have spread wheat and
barley on the Iranian plateau in the 6th millennium BCE. According to their age and distribution, besides the
primary subclade of L-M2481, J2b-Z2449 (TMRCA 5500) and J2a-Y33844 (TMRCA 4500 BCE) (YFull
2021) also likely took part in it. J2b-Z2449 seem to have entered the Indian subcontinent already with the
original Dravidian invasion of the Indus-valley, as part of the same migration with the aforementioned
subclades of L-M2581. It is interesting to note, that those subclades of J2b-Z2449 that are widespread in
India, are older actually than the subclades of L1320. This most likely suggests that while J2b-Z2449 formed
a bottleneck in the Iranian phase of the migration of this demographics, at the stage when they first entered
India, J2b-Z2449 diverged at first, and L-M2581 only somewhat later. The other theoretical option, an earlier
migration wave characterized by J2b-Z2449 arriving already before the main Dravidian wave, is made
unlikely by the fact that this should have taken place before, thus without the introduction of wheat and
barley to the continent, that would be extremely unlikely by section of a population that took part in the
introduction of these plants into the Iranian plateau.
The issue of the two eastern branches of Indo-European, Indo-Iranian and Tokharian was also not
discussed in my two earlier papers, so it has to be discussed in detail here. Here too we can see phylogenetic
patterns that suggests migrations invading the Iranian plateau and later India starting from Anatoli a to have
occurred after the Dravidian migrations have taken place. Here we can make a distinction on two levels: One
is the distinction between the earlier Indo-European migration that introduced Tokharian languages, and
between the later one that Introduced Indo-Iranian languages to the Iranian plateau. The other one is
distinction between haplogroups that took part in migrations that introduced each of the two to the Iranian
plateau, and haplogroups that took part in migrations that introduced Indo-Aryan languages to the Indian
Subcontinent. Haplogroups that took part in the migrations that introduced Indo-Iranian languages to the
Iranian plateau not necessarily all took part in the Indo-Aryan invasion of the Subcontinent, while subclades
of some haplogroups that arrived to the Iranian plateau with the Tokharians may have taken part in the Indo Aryan invasion of India. Lineages that appeared in the region with TMRCA-s suggesting migrations to have
occurred from Anatolia to the Iranian Plateau after the middle of the fourth millennium, already after the
Dravidians had arrived to the India subcontinent also show a relatively broad distribution in time from the
fourth millennium BCE to the first millennium BCE: J2a-M68 (TMRCA 3000 BCE) R1b-Y4364 (TMRCA
2500 BCE) and J2a-Y15603 (TMRCA 2200 BCE), J2a-Y31775 (TMRCA 1900), and J2a-Y3946 (TMRCA
1500 BCE) (YFull 2021) among which the earlier ones may show the original Tokharian expansion to the
Iranian plateau, while the later ones fit the time to introduce the Indo-Iranian languages to the Iranian
Plateau. Regarding the Indo-Aryan invasion of the India subcontinent, obviously we already see a population
here that already included the aforementioned subclades of haplogroup L-M2481 that reached India not with
the original Dravidian migration but at a time suggesting participation in the Aryan invasion, and subclades
of R1a-Z94 as well. (R1a in both Indo-iranian and Tokharian populations was likely the result of Uralic
groups assimilated into these populations in Central Asia. However here we can also see some subclades
seemingly related to the original Indo-European migrations from Anatolia with TMRCA-s suggesting direct
participation in the Indo-Aryan invasion, such as J2a-M68 (TMRCA 1400 BCE) and a subclade of the
aforementioned J2a-Z7438, J2a-Y9346 (TMRCA 1700 BCE).
Arrival of the ancestors of the Tokharians from the Iranian plateau to Bactria and Transoxiana is signaled
by the spread of wheat and barley cultivation into these regions from the Iranian Plateau in the middle of the
3rd millennium BCE (Stevens et al. 2016). Tokharian migration through the Iranian plateau is also supported
by the findings of W.B. Henning, who got to the conclusion that the Gutian people that inhabited sections of
the Zagros Mountains in Sumerian times spoke a language belonging to the Tokharian branch of IndoEuropean (Henning, 1978). Surveys concluded that J2a-L26 is widespread in Transoxiana up until today (Liu
et al. 2018) supporting the scenario of Iranization of Transoxiana to have occurred by an inflow from the
Iranian Plateau.
The relatively low occurrence of autosomal Steppe ancestry in Indian populations (Narasimhan et al.
2018) also indicate not Central Asian steppe nomads, but rather farmers of the Iranian plateau forming the
bulk of the demographics of the Indo-Aryan invasion, and the dominance of R1a-Z94 lineages probably
being the result of bottlenecks and strong founder effects. This may explain the paradox that while autosomal
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genetic analysis shows the BMAC population not to have played a major role in the Indo-Aryan migration
(Narasimhan et al. 2018) the formation of most South Asian R1a-Z94 lineages fall within its’ time frame
(YFull, 2020). As the move of Q-F5400 (YFull 2021) around 1700 BCE from the BMAC region to the
Tarim Basin likely signals the migration of the Tokharians, BMAC may have originally been Tokharian, and
Iranianized only later, and parts of it likely remained Tokharian until 1700 BCE.
Certain distribution patterns suggests, that this eastwards expansion of the Indo-European family occurred
through Northern Mesopotamia, south of the Armenian Highlands, for long populated by speakers of
Alarodian languages, and ancient Indo-European lineages presumably populating Northern Mesopotamia
before the Akkadian conquest: Lineages suggesting migrations to have occurred from Anatolia to Northern
Mesopotamia include subclades of J2a-M47, J2b-Y22075, J2b-Z43946 and J1-FGC6064, suggesting an
Indo-European population in Eastern Syria and Northern Mesopotamia before the Semitic expansion.
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11. Traces of early Indo-European arrival in Europe

Map 11. Indo-European expansion in Central Europe
While early Indo-Europeans who originally crossed from Anatolia in the Bronze Age were most likely
represented by various J2 subclades, genetic data suggests that as soon as they reached Central Europe, they
assimilated large masses of the native population, and from then on, the rest of their expansion were
characterized by more recently formed subclades of the haplogroups characteristic to the native populations.
The situation is much more clear regarding Celtic, as Urnfield seems to still have been pre-Indo-E uropean,
most likely Tyrsenian, as both their archaeological and genetic heritage suggests Etruscans originating from
this culture and this very population as described in detail in my earlier paper on pre-Celtic Western E urope
which means that if Urnfield was Indo-European, then Etruscans should have been that as well, what they
were clearly not. This makes Hallstatt C the most likely candidate for the introduction of Celtic in the Upper
Danube Basin. (Horvath 2019 B) The story regarding Balto-Slavic languages is also much more clear, as
their advanced seems to be signaled by the spread of R1a-M458 as I described in my earlier paper on
Northeast Europe (Horvath 2014) which points to the Chernoles culture as their origins. However the
situation is much more difficult regarding Germanic languages. The situation seems to be relatively clear in
Scandinavia, as the spread of various R1a-L664, R1b-U106 lineages and Q-L804 suggests a major
demographic shift around 1200 BCE, just when the Early Nordic Bronze Age turned into the Late Nordic
Bronze age, so in Scandinavia, this suggests the Germanic takeover from Finno-Ugric. (Horvath 2019 B) It
is interesting to note that this coincides in time with the battle of the Tollense valley, (Universität Greifswald
2011) raising the question whether if that battle was in connection with this Germanic invasion of FinnoUgric Scandinavia. Where things become blur is Germanic south of, and before reaching Scandinavia. The
most plausible candidate is Lusatian culture, as it starts in the mid-2nd Millennium BCE, and lasts well into
the Iron Age, when Europe was already dominated by Indo-Europeans. (Horvath 2019 B). However Y-DNA
haplogroup do not offer a clear guidiance here, as the expansion of R1b-U106 heare already took place at the
time of the Unetice culture, R1a-L664 stared its’ expansion in 1900 BCE, which is an odd timing as it is
before the establishment of Lusatian, but well after the establishment of Unetice, thus not linked to any
apparent cultural shift, and Q-L804 is virtually absent from the region. As we will see, the exact time of
crossing of early Indo-Europeans from Anatolia to the Balkans is also somewhat unclear, and could have
happened virtually any time between the late-4th Millennium BCE, and the mid-2nd Millennium BCE, but
most likely occurred sometimes in the 3rd Millennium BCE. This means that while the cultural shift possibly
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representing the arrival of early Germanic from the Balkans most securely within this time Frame is the
introduction of the Lusatian culture in the mid-2nd Millennium BCE, it could have potentially happened as
early as the early 3rd Millennium BCE. It is even possible that the western branch of R1a-M458, R1a-L260
(TMRCA 600 BCE) also represented early East-Germanic languages, and it was on the eastern branch of
R1a-M458, R1a-CTS11962 that represented Balto-Slavic, (with R1a-L1029, accompanied by I-Y3120
representing the original Slavic core, and R1a-YP509 representing the original Baltic core) as their
phylogenetic patterns show (YFull 2021): The two split as early as 2600 BCE, and while L260 is mostly
focused to former East-Germanic areas, CTS11962 later also seems to have spread to Western Slavic areas
as well. In this case the population characterized by L260 may have been East Germanic, then Slavicized by
the expansion of the western flank of the population characterized by L1029 later on, and from that point
L260 spreading as part of the Slavic population as well. With a TMRCA at 1100 BCE, CTS11962 also fits
more closely with the Chernoles culture in time as well. Altogether, with its’ TMRCA at 1900, perhaps R1a L664 seems to be the most plausible candidate for the initial expansion of Germanic, joined later on by R1aL60 in the east, R1b-U106 in the west and in the north, and Q-L804 in the north.
Indo-European including the ancestor of Balto-Slavic, arriving to Europe from Anatolia through the
Balkans also provides the necessary geographic conditions for Balto-Slavic forming a more closely related
group with Daco-Thracian, as suggested by Jonas Basanavicius (Basanavicius 1898) and several other
authors, summarized by Harvey E. Mayer (Mayer 1992). This would mean an ancient Saco-Thracian-BaltoSlavic subgroup of Indo-European that upon arriving to Europe, formed a geographic continuum all the way
from the Bosporus through what is today Bulgaria and Romania, reaching to what is today Central Ukraine,
and probably split up to its’ Balto-Slavic and Daco-Thracian branches in the 11 century BCE, with its’
northern branch establishing the Chernoles culture.
Regarding Balto-Slavic cultures, this suggests this branch of Indo-European first represented by a
population characterized by R1a-CTS11962 and the Chernoles culture at the 11 th century BCE, then splitting
to proto-Slavic characterized by R1a-L1029 (TMRCA 100 BCE) and represented by the Chernyakhov
culture and presumably by the Zarubrintsy culture in its’ early form, and proto-Baltic characterized by R1aYP509 (TMRCA 100 BCE) the Kiev culture and possibly by the Milograd culture in its’ early form. IY3120 (TMRCA 200 BCE) also seems to have moved as part of the same population as R1a-L1029 (YFUll
2021) so most likely R1a-L1029 and I-Y3120 represented the proto-Slavic population together. As Y-DNA
lineages show no evidence of any major demographic migration from Scandinavia and North Germany to
Ukraine in this era, however the phylogenetic patterns of native R1a-L1029 and I-Y3120 show going
through a massive demographic expansion at the time as shown by a sudden explosion of phylogenetic splits
(YFull 2021), what supports Rybakov’s view that the demographics of the Chernyakhov culture was
dominated by early Slavic. (Rybakov 1987), and the Slavic demographic expansion of the upcoming
centuries starting from here, assimilating Balts in the north, and East Germanic tribes in the west later on.
This even raises the question of the demographic identity of the Goth polity, based in the area of this culture
and invading the Roman Empire from here. While the elite warrior-aristocracy was most likely indeed E ast
Germanic Gothic, this genetic evidence suggests the masses of commoners of the Gothic polity to have been
Slavic which in turn suggests that Slavic demographic presence in the Balkans and Central Europe already
started as representing bulk of the manpower of the great Gothic invasions of the 4 th century CE marked by
the Battle of Adrianople in 378 CE, or sporadically even from the first Gothic attacks on the Balkans in the
3rd century BCE, and presumably Slavs also constituted part of the Gothic invasion of provinces of the West
Roman Empire as well. The latter would explain Arab sources mentioning Slavic diaspora in Italy and Spain
(Warczakowski 2004), as these lands were under Gothic rule before. Slavic expansion to the Balkans and
Central Europe as early as part of the Gothic invasions of the 4 th -5th Centuries is strongly suggest ed by the
genetic evidence. If we assume that among R1a-L1029 and I-Y3120 lineages, those that are only present in
the Balkans or Central Europe arrived to their present locations between the time of their formation and
between their TMRCA as suggested in the methodology of this paper, according to data provided by the
YFull database (YFull 2021) this finds a number of these lineages that seem to have arrived that early: At the
Balkans I-BY116090 between 350-450 CE, I-Z17855a between 350-400 CE, I-Y56203 between 300-400
CE, I-Y179535 between 300-450 CE, and I-Y151633 between 350-450 CE. In Central Europe on the other
hand, I-FT42350 around 350 CE, I-PLE07 between 300-450 CE, R1a-YP444 between 250-350 CE, and R1aY18892 between 200-400 CE. This shows a surprisingly similar pattern as the one I concluded in my paper
regarding the Steppe core of the Hun Empire in my paper on Uralic languages (Horvath 2019A) with the
elite warrior-aristocracy of the Hun polity being Turkic Huns, that arrived from Asia in the 4 th Century CE ,
while its’ masses of commoners being the Ugric speaking Scythian-Sarmatian population of the Pontic
Steppe. This gives us the interesting picture of the two most influential polities of 4th century Eastern Europe
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both representing bilingual societies, with the elite of the Hun polity being Turkic, while its’ masses of
commoners Ugric, and the elite of the Goth polity being Germanic and its’ masses of commoners Slavic, in
both cases structures somewhat resembling in their hierarchical aspects the well-known coexistence of
Normans and Anglo-Saxons in Medieval England. This scenario of the present character of Central- and
Southeast Europe shaped by the presence of Slavic and Magyaric-Ugric languages being shaped by a gradual
influx of consecutive waves of migrations taking centuries also seems to be a more rational explanation of
the solid presence of these languages in the region, than the concept of sudden conquest that we believed
until now, as these consecutive waves provide a stronger demographic basis for the primary speakers of
these languages, and also a longer timeframe for them to assimilate locals.
12. Estimated locations of haplogroups in the Early-Neolithic Middle East
Haplogroups J2a and J2b all have subclades that spread out both to Europe, and through the Iranian
plateau to India. What further complicates the situation, is that their earliest subclades that had spread to
Europe the first time are older, than their earliest subclades that had spread to India through the Iranian
plateau. Both of these haplogroups at the same time, have subclades widespread in Syria and Mesopotamia,
but most of these subclades that are younger than their subclades that had first spread to Europe. This
suggests a starting location of these subclades somewhere around Anatolia, since had their starting location
been in Syria or Mesopotamia, then the latter regions should be abundant in ancient subclades of these
haplogroups, predating their first spread to Europe. Also, these regions should not only be abundant in such
subclades, but the younger subclades present there, especially those in Syria and the Levant, should be more
closely linked to the ones that later spread out to Europe (diverging from them along the way) than the ones
that spread to the Iranian Plateau and to India. As we can see right the opposite being common however, that
suggests a starting location west of Syria, suggesting Anatolia. Ancient subclades of J1 are found somewhat
east of this, either in the Armenian Highlands, or the Levant. (YFull 2021) This makes North Mesopotamia,
the Jazira region a plausible starting point for J1. As subclades of J1 also migrated to Iran and India, and the
estimated age of the most recent common ancestors of these subclades often coincide with subclades of J2
that apparently participated in eastwards migrations, indicating that such coinciding timings signal
migrations where both J1 and J2 participated. As many of these J2 subclades also had some of their own
subclades apparently migrating to Europe at the same time, this is a further sign that their location of origins
had to be west of the point of origin of J1, as otherwise this would have meant migrations carrying tho se J 2
subclades to Europe and migrations carrying J1 subclades to India and Iran to have passed through the very
same geographic passages at the very same time, but in opposing directions, a scenario that is highly
unlikely. (For example J1-FGC6064 and J2b-Z600) (YFull 2021). While having these subclades of J2
starting from Anatolia would have meant those J1 and J2 subclades with coinciding ages simply carried
eastwards to Iran and Mesopotamia as part of the very same migrations, a much more plausible scenario,
further supporting both J2a and J2b having started to spread out from Anatolia, and J1 east of them, in Syria
and the Armenian Highlands. Among J2a and J2b, J2a seems to had been located westwards of J2b as it
participated in more ancient westwards migrations to Europe than J2b. This gives us the west-to-east order of
J2a in Southwest Anatolia, J2b in Southeast Anatolia, and J1 in Syria and the Armenian Highlands. As J 1 in
this period seems to have characterize populations speaking Alarodian languages, while populations further
east characterized by the presence of haplogroup L were most likely Elamo-Dravidian speakers, this also
means that the Indo-European urheimat was most likely located somewhere in Southern Anatolia,
characterized by the presence of J2 subclades.
As described earlier, among the ancestors of present R1b subclades widespread in Europe (R1-L51 and
R1b-Z2106) the earliest one that had reached Anatolia was most likely R1b-M269 from the Balkans during
the Younger Dryas and presumably settled in its’ southern parts alongside J2a.
This pattern gives us certain suggestions on the location of the ancestors of language families in Anatolia.
As Kartvelian is traditionally traced back to Northern Anatolia (Lawrence, 2018) and subclades of G-P15
still form a majority in present day Georgia, it perfectly fits the North Anatolian populations dominated by
the presence of G-P15.
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13. Cilicia as the Indo-European urheimat

Map 12. The Indo-European family
Here we arrive perhaps to the most interesting part of this paper, identification of the exact location of the
Indo-European Urheimat: With ancestors of Vasconic and Kartvelian in Northern Anatolia represented by a
population characterized by G-P15 subclades and R1b-L51, Uralic and Tyrsenian in Southweat Anatolia
represented by populations characterized by the presence of R1b and J2a subclades, and Alarodian in Syria,
represented by a population characterized by the presence of J1, we narrowed the circle of the IndoEuropean urheimat, and where all the signs point to is Southeast Anatolia, and an ancient population there,
represented by a population characterized most notably by the presence of haplogroup J2b. If the IndoEuropean urheimat was in Southeast Anatolia, then the area that seems to be the most suitable is Cilicia:
Cilicia not only covers most of Southeast Anatolia, but also has certain geographical qualities that make it
extremely suitable for such a role: A fertile plain protectively surrounded by mountains from the north, east
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and west, that protect it not only from cold northern winds, but makes sure that it gets’ most of the
precipitation from the Mediterranean, watered by rivers flowing down from those mountains, and having a
long Mediterranean coastline. Such an area is not only highly suitable for intensive agriculture and
maintaining a high population density but is also protected from invasions by the surrounding mountains,
and last but not least, precisely fits the characteristics of the homeland suggested by the proto-Indo-European
vocabulary reconstructed by Kathrin Krell (Krell, 1994) with its’s presumably highly skilled agriculture and
Mediterranean coastal navigation. Its’ geographic conditions make it suitable not only for high population
density in general, but also higher population density than its’ two main neighboring regions, the Central
Anatolian Plateau to the northwest, and Syria to the southeast, giving a demographic edge to Cilicia
compared to both neighboring regions. One more factor also underlining the validity of this scenario is that
Indo-European shows the highest diversity in Anatolia and the Balkans: Anatolian is usually discussed as
one single branch of Indo-European, while in fact it already consisted of several distinct languages around
1000 BC, when many other branches of Indo-European still constituted one single language each. Then a
high variety of Indo-European branches, Greek, Illyrian and Thracian to its’ immediate western proximity
and Armenian and Indo-Iranian to its’ immediate eastern proximity further underlines this high diversity.
This also explains the linguistic links between Indo-European and Northwest Caucasian suggested by
Colarusso (Colarusso, 1997), as Northwest Caucasian populations appear to have moved to their present
positions from south of the Caucasus, (Yunusbayev et al., 2011) and thus a position somewhere in EastCentral Anatolia, east of the ancient Kartvelian populations, west of the ancient Alarodian populations, and
north of the proto-Indo-Europeans of Cilicia would explain their linguistic position.
Genetic traces of a major expansion spreading over much of Anatolia and Northern Mesopotamia are
visible in the form of the subclade J2b-PF7321 of haplogroup J2b. Phylogenetic patterns of J2b-PF3721
show a rapid divergence with the formation of several subclades taking place between 3800-3700 BCE,
covering much of Anatolia and Northern Mesopotamia. This demographic event seems to be the most
plausible candidate of the earliest phase of Indo-European expansion spreading out from the urheimat in
Cilicia, and conquering most of Anatolia (except for the Kartvelian and Hattic speaking northern parts, and
the Alarodian speaking Armenian Highlands at this stage of course) and Northern Mesopotamia (before the
Semitic expansion would take over Northern Mesopotamia one millennium later).
Its’ hard to tell when exactly did Indo-European migration from Antaolia through the Balkans arrived. As the
ancestors of Vasconic, Uralic and Tyrsenian appear to have occupied most of the Balkans till the late 4th
Millennium BCE, it could not have occurred earlier than that. As Germanic, Balto-Slavic, and Italic presence
seems to have been solid from the late 2ndMillennium BCE, and Hellenic presence in Greece from at least
the mid-2nd Millennium BCE, it could not have occurred later than the mid-2nd Millennium BCE. This puts
the arrival sometime between 3500 BCE and 1500 BCE. Several European lineages seem to have diverted
from their closest Anatolian sibling lineages at this time, thus may represent consecutive waves of migrations
to Europe, such as J2b-Z622 (formed in 3700 BCE) J2a-BY40424 (3400 BCE), J2a-8344 (formed in 10700
BCE, but TMRCA 3400 BCE, therefore could have arrived up until then) J2b-Y22063 (formed in 2400
BCE) J2b-Z2507 (2400 BCE), J2a-Z38352 (2300 BCE) J2a-Y93015 (1900 BCE) J2a-Z39995 (1700 BCE )
J2a-Z435 (1600 BCE, TMRCA 1500 BCE, spread over broad regions of Europe) (YFull 2021), a migration
which may or may not have been identical with the Middle Bronze Age migration from Anatolia to the
Balkans hypothesized by James Mellaart (Mellaart 1958).
It is hard to determine whether if J2b-Z2507 already represents early Indo-Europeans, or an earlier,
presumably Tyrsenian wave of migration from Anatolia. It originates in 2400 BCE and its’ TMRCA is also
at 2400 BCE, which would indicate being part of the Indo-European wave, however most of its’ sibling
clades are ambiguous reaching back till J2b-Z622 with a TMRCA at 3200 BCE, as they are mostly present in
Europe, but also show some presence in India, Lebanon and Turkey, (YFull 2021) making it unclear whether
if it already crossed to Europe at the J2b-Z622 phase as early as 3200 BCE. However its’ subclades are not
region-specific till the mid-2nd Millennium to early-1st Millennium BCE, but are at that level spread all over
Europe. (YFull 2021) This shows signs of a migrations that spread all over Europe in that timeframe
presumably staying at the Balkans up until then. This could mean both of either the Tyrsenian o r the IndoEuropean expansions, or even a scenario where it originally represented Tyrsenian, and then IndoEuropeanized later in a way, that most of its’ European expansion was already Indo-European. This exactly
fits where we should look for early Indo-European expansion in Europe according to circumstantial evidence
described. With being widespread all over Europe, J2a-Z435 may also be a plausible candidate, or the two
and other lineages that arrived between them, may even represent a series of successive waves of early IndoEuropean migrations from Anatolia to Europe. Migrations after this initial wave were in a great part
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continued by haplogroups characteristic to the assimilated fragments of the pre-Indo-European native
population, such as a number of R1b-P312, R1b-U106, R1a-L664, R1a-M458, Q-L804 lineages.
Combination of genetic evidence suggesting a Balkans-Carpathians-Elbe demographic axis from the 3rd2nd Millennia also support the scenario of an Anatolia-Balkans route. (Ancient DNA Era 2018)
As we can see, the genetic evidence is strongly against the popular Kurgan hypothesis of Maria
Gimbutas:
- Pre-Indo-European languages recorded from the Roman age, such as Iberians and Etruscans were present at
that time in populations dominated by R1b-L51. (Horvath 2019 B)
- As we could see above, distribution patterns of the Yamnaya-Corded Ware and Siberian ancestries
combined with the phylogenetic patterns of N-L708 strongly suggests the Corded Ware and Yamnaya
populations to have been Uralic, and not Indo-European.
- Last, but not least as presented by Mathieson et al. (Mathieson et al. 2018), there is no evidence of
migration from the Steppe belt through the Balkans to Anatolia in the Bronze Age. As the now extinct
Anatolian languages were a distinct branch of Indo-European, this means that the Kurgan hypothesis cannot
explain their existence, because if the Kurgan hypothesis was true, then the only way for them to exist would
have been a migration from the Pontic Steppe through the Balkans to Anatolia.
The Cilician scenario presented in this paper however answers all these issues.
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14. Sino-Dené-Yeniseian -an unlikely member of the Neolithic Middle Eastern Club

Map 13. The Sino-Dené-Yeniseian family
An unlikely candidate to also have its’ origins linked to the Neolithic Middle Eastern demographic cradle
is a possible macro family consisting of the Sino-Tibetan, the Na Dené and the Yeniseian language families.
As we will see, it is more than likely that these three families constitute a single macro-family, with not only
the Dené-Yeniseian family existing, but even the Sino-Tibetan family having a special relationship with it as
suggested by Vajda (Vajda 2010), the three even forming a single macro-family together. This macro-family
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in turn seems to originate from the Khorasan region, and started its’ eastern expansion due to Neolithic
technologies adopted from the Middle East. But how is that even possible? The scenario unfolds step by
step:
Regarding the Na Dené and the Yeniseian families, we find an interesting paradox. Q-L330 is dominant
among the Yeniseian speaking Kets (Grugni et al. 2019) while Q-B34, a subclade that originally arrived to
the Americas with the rest of the Native population around 14000 BCE, is characteristic to the Na Dené. This
would suggests a genetic linguistic structure where Na Dené is much more closely linked to Amerind
languages than to Yeniseian. This is right the contrary to the linguistic analysis that shows Na Dené and
Yeniseian being the closest to each-other, and still in a closer cluster with Sino-Tibetan than with Amerind
(Vajda 2010) and on the other hand, Eskimo-Aleut shown to be unrelated to all these, but being related to
Yukaghiric (Fortescue, 2011). For Na-Dené to have closer ties with languages in Asia than with Amerind
languages, physical contact with Asia needed to have been established sometime between the time Q-M3 and
Q-Z780 crossed the Bering strait, and the time of the secondary expansion of Q-B34 spreading the Na Dené
languages. Also, such physical contact must have been made by a population having demographical impact
deep inside Asia, and not merely on the Beringian fringes. The only event that shows demographic moves
fulfilling such criteria is the migration around 3000 BCE, introducing Q-L712 and Q-B143, a subclade of QF746 desribed by Grugni et al. (Grugni et al. 2019) and a single sample of Q-M120, the other main branch of
Q-F746 from Peru suggests fragments of population containing this lineage, to also have accompanied them.
From these groups, groups that confirm the linguistic links with Sino-Tibetan languages identified by Vajda
appear to be Q-L712, and Q-M120. Q-M120 is widespread among Sino-Tibetan populations, however its’
minimal occurrence in the Americas suggests that a stronger demographic link is suggested by Q-L712,
relatively widespread on the Mongolian Plateau, right next to the Sino-Tibetan urheimat. Ancient DNA also
suggests Q-M120 to once been widespread on the Monglian Plateau, suggesting an ancient population
characterized by a high presence of both Q-M120 and Q-L712 to have once dominated the area, and perhaps
representing the culture and language responsible for linguistic links between Sino-Tibetan and Na Dené.
Neither Q-L712, nor Q-M120 is however the main Q subclade neither among the Na Dené, nor among the
Yeniseian populations that share this linguistic connection. This indicates language shift to have happened
among the ancestors of the Na Dené in the Bering-strait region, when the population characterized by QL712 crossed to Alaska around 3000 BCE, as described by Grugni et al. (Grugni et al. 2019.) How a
language shift, linking Eskimo-Aleut to Yukaghiric could have happened, is described earlier in this paper at
the discussion of Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut languages and N-TAT. This pattern even raises the possibility of
a bottleneck and strong founding effect within the same population instead of a language shift, to decide this
however, further analysis of autosomal admixtures would be required.
Q-B143, the subclade of Q-F746, that is present among Koryaks and since crossing the Bering strait in
3000 BCE, among Eskimo-Aleur Peoples as well, split away from the rest of Q-F746 as early as 13000 BCE,
about the same time, when Q-M930 split to its’ Eurasian branch, Q-804, and its’ American branch, Q-M3
(Grugni et al. 2019.). As we will later see, this suggest that this is the lineage that originally represented
Nivkh-Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages. However as it arrived to the Bering strait shortly after the time
when the Amerind crossing took place, and remained there till events described above unfolded, and groups
introducing the Na Dené and the Eskimo-Aleut languages, arrived from deeper in Asia.
Regarding Yeniseian languages, as Vajda puts them closer to Na-Dené, than to Sino-Tibetan, they should
have broken away from Na Dené and Sino-Tibetan no earlier than those two broke away, (otherwise
Yenisean would be more distant from Na Dené than Sino-Tibetan is) that is no earlier than 3000 BCE, when
the cross-Beringian contact event described above, occurred. Thus we can conclude that the ancestors of
Sino-Tibetan, Yeniseian and Na Dené all split from each other at the time of the Bering strait crossings done
by populations carrying Q-F746 , that is around 3000 BCE. Yeniseian populations today are characterized by
Q-L330, which means that either a language shift, or a strong founder effect must have occurred here as
well, or Yenisean languages should be closer to Amerind languages, than they are to Na Dené or SinoTibetan. As Yeniseian languages were historically located on the northwestern edge of the Mongolian
plateau, the plateau to have been dominated by a population characterized by the presence of both Q-M120
and Q-L712 around 3000 BCE appears to be a plausible source of such language shift, not to mention the
possibility of Q-L330 also being part of this ancient population, with Q-M120 and Q-L712 only disappearing
from Yeniseians do to later bottleneck events.
Factors strongly suggesting connections between the expansion of the Sino-Tibetan language family, and
haplogroup Q-M120 is the widespread presence of this subclade among virtually all Sino-Tibetan
populations.(Sun et al. 2019) Chronology of divergence of Q-M120 in Sino-Tibetan populations also
supports a starting point around 3000 BCE (Sun et al. 2019.) also fitting within the time frame suggested by
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Zhang et al. (Zhang 2019) between 2200-5800 BCE. The geographical directions of this expansion,
apparently entering from the Northwest and having the base of its’ later expansion exactly in the region
where the Majiayao and Qijia cultures, the Huaxia confederacy and the Xia dynasty had their heartlands in
the upper Yellow river region. Such a scenario offers an expansion pattern closely resembling the ones
offered by the Sino-Tibertan urheimat hypotheses of James Matisoff (Matisoff, 1991) and Zhang et al
(Zhang et al., 2019).
The likelihood of Q-M120 playing an important role in the proto-Sino-Tibetan population is also
strengthened by the fact that Q occurs in low to moderate frequency among Tibetan and Burmese
populations as well. If it occurred only among Han Chinese, but not among Tibetans and Burmese, then it
could be explained by interaction with early nomads, such as the Xiong-nu. However the presence of Q
among Tibetans and Burmese as well makes such an alternate scenario less likely, and a proto-Sino-Tibetan
origin more likely. Sino-Tibetan Urheimat in Gansu or Qinghai. Haplogroup Q-M120 is present among all
major Sino-Tibetan populations in a low frequency: 3-7% among Han Chinese (Su 2000), 1.3% among
Tibetans (Gayden et al. 2007) and is also present the Burmese (Peng et al. 2014) as well. As Q-M120 is a
different subclade of Q than Q-L715, the one having apparently spread on the Mongolian Plateau during and
after the Bronze Age, this also underlines that it could not have originated from the Xiong-nu and other
Bronze Age and Iron Age nomad conquerors, already shown by the phylogenetic distribution of Q-M120,
suggesting a much earlier time (YFull, 2019)
proto-Sino-Tibetan population seems to have consisted of two main component: One originating from
Central and Southern China, characterizted by O-M122 most likely by certain subclades of its’ O-M134
subclade, as O-M134 is the subclade that overlaps the Sino-Tibetan family the most (Shi et al. 2005), related
to populations of Eastern and Southern China, and the other one discussed above, one characterized by QM120, and related to populations further north in the Mongolian Plateau and Siberia. proto Sino-Tibetan was
likely the language of the northern group, as not only Q-M120 is present all over among Sino-Tibetan
populations, but also linguistic evidence suggests Sino-Tibetan to be closer to Na Dené and Yeniseian,
(Vajda, 2010) than to language families originating from prehistoric Southern and Eastern China, such as
Hmong-Mien, Austro-Thai, or Altaic. Thus a language shift presumably occurred among the population
Characterized by O-M134. One legend narrating a setting fitting the merger of two such groups in the
historical era in question is the battle of Banquan in 2500 BCE, with the tribe lead by Huangdi, the Yellow
Emperor, clashing with the tribe of Yandi, the Flame Emperor, and the two tribes merging after the Yellow
Emperor’s victory over the Flame Emperor. In this scenario we could assume tribe of Huangdi to represent
the population characterized by Q-M120, arriving from the north, and the tribe of Yandi to represent the
local population characterized by O-M134. What language family the Flame Emperor’s people belonged to
is impossible to tell for sure, but genetic kinship suggest Hmong-Mien as the most likely option, as protoAltaic populations living east of the Huaxia homeland were (as discussed in this paper) distinct by the
presence of O-P49 besides O-M122, while population of the area in question apparently didn’t include OP49, just O-M122, and it is a similar case with later Hmong-Mien populations.
To identify the common source or epicenter of this expansion of proto-Sino-Tibetans, proto-Yeniseians,
and proto-Na Dené, all directions point to the either the southern part of the Mongolian plateau, or the upper
reaches of the Yellow River above the Ordos region, right north or northwest of the Yangshao culture, (With
the Yangshao culture itself most likely representing the Flame Emperor’s people presumably belonging to
the Hmong-Mien family) where the original core population appears to have been characterized by a mixture
of Q-L712, Q-M120, and possibly Q-L330, from where a flank moving to the northeast around 3000 BCE ,
reaching the Bering strait, became the Na Dené, a flank moving to the south, and reaching the Yellow river
area becoming the Sino-Tibetans, and those remaining on the Mongolian plateau became the Yeniseians,
with some of them moving Northwest. The Huaxia confederation was the first among the farming cultures of
the Yellow River and Yangtze basins to adopt wheat and barley farming from the Iranian Plateau along the
route that later became the Silk Road (Stevens et al. 2016) as well as the first one in the region to adopt the
use of chariots from the steppes, (Shaughnessy 1988) that gave them a significant hedge in both economy
and military over the Dongyi and the Nanman.
But how how far west and did the predominantly Q-M120 and Q-L712 proto-Dené-Yeniseian-SinoTibetan population spread before entering the Yellow River area and mixing with the O-M134 dominated
population there? This is where the Neolithic Middle Eastern demographic cradle comes into the picture:
The ultimate origins of this Sino-Dené-Yeniseian macro family seem to lie even further west,
demonstrated by the phylogenetic patterns of haplogroup Q-L712. Out of Q-YP832 and Q-F4747, the two
main subclades of Q-L712, Q-YP832 (mostly represented by its’ dominant subclade, Q-L715) is found
mostly in in the Eastern Steppe region east of the Tien Shan and Altai Mountains and East Asia, while Q-
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F4747 in Central- and Southwest Asia, with the two having separated in 7000 BCE. The eastern lineage, QYP832 can be found in China, the Mongolian Plateau, in Steppe Populations that moved from the Mongolian
Plateau to the Pontic Steppe, and even in Native North-Americans (Grugni et al.2019) suggesting it to have
been part of the ancient Sino-Dené-Yeniseian population described above. Its’ western counterpart, Q-F4747
has one eastern lineage, Q-L5400, present in the Tarim-basin, but it formed only as recently as 1700 BCE ,
thus suggests a recent, most likely already Indo-European, presumably Tokharian migration from
Transoxiana to the Tarim Basin. (YFull 2021) A key question is to decide whether if anything special
occurred in 7000 BCE, that triggered the split of the two main lineages, Q-YP832 and Q-F4747 in Central
Asia 7000 BCE? One event that we can see in this region in 7000 BCE is the adoption of goeat and sheep
husbandry (millennia before the adoption of agriculture) by the populations of Khorasan and Transoxiana
from the Middle East where these animals were first domesticated, and then goat and sheep husbandry
reaching the Yellow River basin by 4500 BCE. (Vigne 2015) Based on this, what we can conclude is that the
original hunter-gatherer proto-Sino-Dené-Yeniseian population characterized by Q-L712, originally dwelling
somewhere around Khorasan or Transoxiana adopted goat and sheep husbandry from the Middle East in
7000 BCE, and then from this new livelihood and technology, the eastern flank of this Neolithic pastoral
culture, characterized by Q-YP832, gained the hedge to expand eastwards into the Tarim-Basin or
Transoxiana, where it merged with the local population most likely characterized by Q-M120,smd soon after
proceeded further east to Mongolia and Qinghai, forming the core of the upcoming Sino-Dené-Yeniseian
migration. The western lineage of this population that remained in the ancient homeland of Khorasan and
Transoxiana, characterized by Q-F4747, most likely became assimilated by the Indo-European expansion in
the 3rd Millennium BCE, and some of their assimilated descendants represented by Q-L5400, also
participated in the Tokharian expansion from Transoxiana to the Tarim Basin around 1700 BCE, while
others represented by Q-BZ992 and Q-Y16849 became part of the Indo-European population of Southwest
Asia.
Thus as we can summarize, the Sino-Dené-Yeniseian macro-family started its’ expansion somewhere in
Khorasan or Transoxiana, then spread eastwards due to the hedge that goat and sheep husbandry (adopted
from the Middle East) provided over neighboring hunter-gatherer societies, soon occupying much of the
Tarim Basin. Dzungaria, Mongolia and Qinghai, from where it split to three lineages, one having moving
across the Bering Strait transmitting Na Dené languages and haplogroups Q-M120 and Q-L712 to North
America, one establishing the Yeniseian family on the Mongolian Plateau dominating the region until the
Turkic takeover in the 3rd century BCE, and the third one establishing the Sino-Tibetan Family further south,
merging with the Hmong-Mien speaking local population characterized by Q-M134, an event most likely
reflected in ancient Chinese legends as the merger of the peoples of the Yellow Emperor and the Flame
Emperor, Huang Di and Yan Di. It seems at first, goat and sheep husbandry provided the critical hedge for
this population over their hunter-gatherer neighbors in Central Asia, and then wheat and barley farming and
chariots for their most numerous descendant group, the Huaxia over their nieghbors, the Dongy and the
Nanman. As O-M134 is present in all Sino-Tibetan populations, not only the Huaxia, this suggests similar
merger taking place further west as well, and ancient Hmong-Mien area reaching till there as well.
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15. Altaic- an outsider in Western Eurasia

Map 14. The Altaic family
A language family now located in great numbers in Western Eurasia, but likely not originating from the
Middle Eastern Cradle, is Altaic. Although the Altaic language family, that contains Japanese, Korean,
Mongolic, Tungusic and Turkic, in historical times became spread as far west as the Pontic Steppe, the
Iranian Plateau, Anatolia and the Balkans, there is a broad consensus that it originates from Eastern Eurasia,
and that Turkic languages only took over the steppes of Western Eurasia, previously dominated by Scythian
tribes, only during or right after the Hun conquest, during the first half of the first millennium CE. My
findings regarding this matter meet this consensus (Horvath 2019 A).
Furthermore, it seems Altaic urheimat was likely located even further east, than simply the Eastern
Eurasian steppe. Certain patterns suggest Mongolic urheimat being located in western Manchuria, being
identical with the Donghu people described by Chinese sources, while the Turkic urheimat being located in
the Ordos region, and most of the Mongolian Plateau populated by Yeniseians up until the establishment of
the Xiongnu Empire. Then Turkic languages taking over the Mongolian plateau under Xiongnu rule, and
Mongolic taking over the plateau from Turks perhaps as recently as the establishment of the Khitan Liao
Empire. It is now a widespread assumption that at least some of the Xiongnu were speaking Yeniseian
languages, (Vovin 2000) but after this point population of the Mongolian Plateau seems to be Turkic, which
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also suggests a strong Turkic element within the Xiongnu polity and society, unless it would be hard to
explain, why the region turned Turkic by the end of Xiongnu rule. Had the Yeniseians been a ruling
superstrate, suggested by many, Xiongnu rule should have spread from north to south, however we know it
spread from the Ordos region to the Mongolian plateau, that is from south to north. This rather suggests
Yeniseian being the substrate, and Turkic the ruling substrate. Theoretically the Ordos region being
Yeniseian, and the Mongolian Plateau being Turkic, would also be a possibility however we have a
combination of two factors to exclude this option: Yeniseian people now live north of Mongolia, and can be
traced back with a great certainty to the northern part of Mongolia. Surviving Yeniseian groups originating
from the north of Mongolia, and the Ordos region south of the Mongolian Plateau also been Yeniseian, and
bulk of the Mongolian plateau Turkic, would have meant an odd, sandwich like situation, with bulk of the
Mongolian plateau being Turkic, with its’ northern and southern fringes both being Yeniseian. Second, preXiongnu Slab Grave culture of the Mongolian Plateau expanded as far north as the taiga belt, so had it been
Turkic, it would have left no place for Yeniseians in the north of Mongolia. Therefore, the core of Xiongnu
expansion, the Ordos region south of the Mongolian Plateau being Turkic, and the Slab Grave culture
covering the Mongolian Plateau north of it appears to be the most likely scenario. Later, regarding the
Turkic-Mongolic language shift, we know that the only native language recorded from empires of the
Mongolian Plateau from right after Xiongnu rule to the Uyghur empire were all Turkic, with Khitan being
the first Mongolic one. The Khintans themselves however originated from old Donghu territory in western
Manchuria, from between the Xar Moron river and the Liaodong peninsula (Hung 2013), originating from
the Xianbei, (San 2014) who themselves originate from the Donghu, (Xu 2005) suggesting Donghu origins
for Mongolic languages (and also suggesting the Xianbei empire representing an early period of brief
Mongol rule in the region).
One more factor supporting this cenario is the occurrence of haplogroup O subclades in a moderate
frequency among Mongolic, Tungisic, and even some Turkic populations of the steppe belt, that could have
only entered there from the southeast, suggesting a south-to-north population flow as well.
This narrows the circle of a potential Altaic homeland to northeast China, meeting similar conclusions of
Janhunen (Janhunen 2010) and haplogroups O-P49 shows a distribution pattern fitting this, as occurring
among the Japanese, the Koreans, and the Manchu. O-P49 has it’s TMRCA in 23900 BCE, however it only
really started its’s major divergence and expansion with O-CTS9259 (TMRCA 9500 BCE) and especially
with O-K2 subclade of the latter (5200 BCE). Subclades of O-M122 also occur among Altaic populations,
however they can not be traced back to one common subclade in accordance with divergence of O-P49 along
the O-P49; O-CTS9259; O-K2 line, which suggests these O-M122 subclades being part of an earlier
population, taken over and assimilated by the population characterized by O-P49 at this time. However,
unlike Janhunen’s conclusion, as according to ancient DNA evidence, the Liao civilization was dominated
by haplogroup N (Cui et al. 2013), and also likely representing the origins of Comb Ceramic cultures, thus
both genetic and cultural links pointing towards the Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut macro-family regarding it, the
urheimat of O-P49 and Altaic languages with it was most likely located further south, on the plains of the
lower reaches of the Yellow River, most likely represented by one of the Houli, Beixin, Peiligang, Cishan,
Jiahu and Lijiacun cultures, or possibly multiple among them, representing the polities that ancient Chinese
sources call the Dongyi, and the lengendary Chiyou, rival of Huangdi, the Yellow emperor probably
representing one of their leaders of the time.
To see when northwards expansion of proto-Altaians took place from the Yellow River plans to
Manchuria, we can see indications both in divergence of haplogroup O-P49, and changes in archeological
cultures. The main wave of divergence and apparent expansion of O-P49 starts with O-K10, having its’
TMRCA in 5200 BCE. On the other hand, Japanese and Korean lineages start to separate from Chinese
lineages of O-K10 in the second millennium BCE, with the most significant of them, O-K2 having its’
TMRCA in 1100 BCE (YFull, 2020). In archeology, in the Liao river region we can see a cultural shift to
archeology with the introduction of the Xiajiadian culture in 2200 BCE, and in Korea, with the introduction
of the Mumun pottery period in 1500 BCE, and in Japan with the introduction of the Yayoi culture in also
establishing the Japonic population, and taking over from the Ainuic population of the earlier Jomon era
around 1000 BCE. In case of Southern Manchuria, ancient DNA evidence also confirms haplogroup O
taking over numerical hegemony from haplogroup N with the establishment of the Xiajiadian culture in 2200
BCE, and in Japan, the TMRCA of O-K2 in 1100 BCE coincides with the start of the Yayoi period. In Korea
however, ancient DNA evidence is scarce. This suggests the proto-Altaic population taking over these
regions along these events, the Liao River region around 2200 BCE, Korea around 1500 BCE, and
establishing a foothold in Japan around 1000 BCE, taking over these regions from the previous Yukaghiric Eskimo-Aleut population, that was characterized by Comb Ceramic cultures, and numerical hegemony of
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haplogroup N. Within this, it is most likely for Xiajiadian culture to represent the Turko-Mongolic urheimat,
later splitting up to proto-Turks, moving west, establishing the Ordos culture around 500 BCE, and the
proto-Mongols, staying in place, establishing the Donghu tribal confederation by the 7th century BCE.
Mumun pottery on the other hand, most likely represented a common Korean-Japonic urheimat, with those
crossing over to Japan around 1000 BCE, forming the Yayoi culture, establishing the Japonic branch, and
those staying in place in Korea, becoming the Korean branch. It is not clear at this point, whether if the
Tungusic urheimat was located within one of this two hotspots (Xiajiadian and Mumun) or somewhere in
between the two. Turko-Mongolic languages are to such a distance from Korean and Japanese, that made
many scholars to question whether if the Altaic family even exists. A possible explanation for this distance is
if Altaic languages already split to an eastern and a western flank already in the Yellow River phase, a
scenario indicated by the fact that O-K10 already started slpitting up as early as 5200 BCE, suggesting a
demographic expansion and divergence within the Dongyi area early on. At this stage, other branches of
proto-Altaic may have formed as well within the Dongyi area, however these became Sinicized after Huaxia
conquest of the region during the Shang and Zhou dynasties.
To summarize, what we can conclude regarding origins of the Altaic family: urheimat in the lower
Yellow River plains and Shandong around 5000 BCE, an early split to a western and eastern branch already
at this time, then the western branch conquering the Liao river area by the establishment of the Xiajiadian
culture in 2200 BCE, and forming the Turko-Mongolic urheimat, while the eastern branch conquering Korea
in 1500 BCE, establishing the Mumun pottery culture, and the Korean-Japanese urheimat. At the same time,
Chinese Huaxia taking over the Yellow River plains and Shandong during the Shang and Zhou dynasties.
Then Japonic conquering Japan and splitting from Korea around 1000 BCE, and a complex expansion
starting in the western flank: First splitting up to Turkic and Mongolic in the first millennium BCE, with the
Turks forming the Ordos culture and the Mongols the Donghu confederation, then Turkic languages taking
over the first Mongolian plateau by establishing the Xiongnu Empire, and then the entire steppe reaching to
the Black sea with the western expansion of the Huns, and later Mongolic taking over the Mongolian Plateau
from Turkic with the establishment of the Khitan empire.
16. From the Middle East to Europe – a demographic highway dating back before the Neolithic?
It appears that migrations originating in Asia, and within that mostly in the Middle East, and populating
most of Europe have been the trend even before the Neolithic, mainly linked to interstadials, when the vast
areas freed from freezing climate and partially even from the ice of the stadials, provided new rich and
sparsely populated hunting grounds for people from the more densely populated Middle East, that provided
better climate during the stadials. Regarding European cultures before the Bronze age expansion of the
Corded Ware and Bell Beaker cultures, as todays European population mostly descends from these
populations and from groups that arrived after them, it is hard to build on Y-DNA lineages in present
populations, as such earlier lineages are extremely scarce, putting aside such subclades of them that became
widespread after the Corded Ware and Bell Beaker expansions due to bottleneck events. Ancient DNA data
from this time period (Clair 2020) however can be interpreted regarding major population movements as the
following: Samples from before the foundation of the Gravettian culture at 31000 BCE, all represent
haplogroup C1, thus suggesting haplogroup C1 having been the dominant lineage in the Aurignac culture,
the very first Homo Sapiens culture to invade, populate and inhabit Europe, taking it over from
Neanderthals. This is also supported by the TMRCA of the subclade C-Y11591 at 43500 BCE. (YFull 2021)
Haplogroup I* first appears in samples from the Gravettian, and becomes widespread in samples of that
culture, suggesting it to have been the characteristic haplogroup of Gravettian, and entering Europe from the
Middle East, taking advantage of the Upton-Warren interstadial before the Last Glacial Maximum, breaking
away from IJ in the Middle East. The next major change is the Magdalenian culture that appeared during the
Bölling-Alleröd interstadial. Here we can see the simultaneous emerge of a new local, and a new introduced
lineage, probably mingling in the same population. The local one, I2a probaly diverged from I* inside
Europe. The haplogroup that may be the introduced one is J* as it doesn’t appear in earlier samples, but it
appears in samples from the Magdalenian era from France to Russia, thus suggesting in to have arrived from
the Middle East during the Magdalenian expansion. However this linking of J* to the Bölling-Alleröd period
is while possible, highly uncertain, as its’ earliest sample from Europe is from around 11800 BCE, which is
the very end of the Magdalenian period. On the other hand, that timing is rather too early for the end of the
Younger Dryas, as it predates that warming with 100-200 years. This makes the exact arrival of this wave of
J* highly uncertain, however a Bölling-Alleröd arrival is among the possible options. C1 app ears to hold a
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strong ground in the Iberian peninsula up until the Neolithic however, possibly representing the Solutrean
and a strong Aurignacian demographic continuity in it. This is also confirmed by the TMRCA of C-V68,
most widespread European subclade of haplogroup C today, at 20400 BCE (YFull 2021) fitting the start o f
the Solutrean culture. R1 having arrived to Europe during the LGM already appearing in in Italy during the
late phase of the Epigravettian suggests it to have occupied much of the Balkans during the LGM,
Magdalenian to become dominant on the eastern half of the Balkans and in much of Eastern E urope by the
Early Holocene. G2a appears in large numbers in the ancient samples with the end of the Ice Age, and the
advent of the Neolithic, and it seems to be the dominant haplogroup of the Neolithic expansion in Europe
together with native I2a, although in lower numbers J2a and E1b subclades also seem to participate,
especially in the Balkans and the Mediterranean. Haplogroup H2 is also relatively widespread in Neolithic
samples both in Europe and the Middle East. However as it broke away from its’ sibling lineage in India
more than 40 thousand years ago, it likely just represent part of the general Middearn Eastern Population of
the time, not some recent arrival from India. Thus we can conclud haplogroup C1 to be the dominant lineage
of Aurignacian, I* of Gravettian, J* to have arrived with the Magdalenian, and G2a to have arrived with and
being dominant in the Neolithic expansion.
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17. The Neolithic Middle East – a Cradle of Western Eurasian demographics

Map 15. Proposed version of the Farming-Language Dispersal Model for the Neolithic Middle East
This suggests as geographical location of language families for about 5500 BC ancestors of Vasconic and
South Caucasian located in Northern Anatolia, Uralic and Tyrsenian in South Anatolia, Indo-European in
Cilicia, Northwest-Caucasian in Northeast Anatolia, Alarodian from Syria to the Armenian Highlands, and
Elamo-Dravidian in Northern Mesopotamia and western Iran, and Sumerian south of it, still in Northern
Mesopotamia, Afro-Asiatic in the Levant, and Sino-Dené-Yeniseian on the northeastern fringes of Iran. As
we can see, this in a great part fits Renfrew’s original concept of the original position of language families in
the region before the Neolithic expansion, but adds certain amendments. It puts the origins of Tyrsenian,
Uralic, Vasconic and the Sino-Dené-Yeniseian macro-family to Anatolia as well, and Indo-European into
Southeast Anatolia instead of Western Anatolia.
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This makes Neolithic Middle East and Anatolia a region that was highly diverse in terms of language
families. This may be surprising at today’s standards, but we can see a tendency that regions on Neolithic or
pre-Neolithic stages of technology tend to show a higher linguistic diversity, than regions with more
advanced agricultural and military technologies. As examples for such regions with high native linguistic
diversity and Neolithic or pre-Neolithic technologies from the historical era, we can mention New Guinea,
indigenous Australia, or pre-Columbian North America. In all of these three cases we can see that several
distinct language families shared relatively small geographical areas. One reason may be that with less
advanced agricultural and military technologies conquest and migrations can take place only on a slower
pace.
As we could see, each of these waves was propelled by more advanced technologies, that gave them edge
over human populations outside this Middle Eastern cradle. In the first waves both to the west to Europe and
to the east to the Iranian plateau, apparently agriculture played this role providing an edge over huntergatherer native populations, in accordance with Colin Renfrew’s farming-language dispersal hypothesis.
Each of the following waves had its’ own edge provided by another technological innovation: for the Bell
Beaker and Corded Ware cultures that apparently spread Vasconic and Uralic languages, this may have been
metallurgy. For Tyrsenian languages a more advanced form of bronze use. For the ancestors of Ugric
languages in Central Asia, the domestication of the horse, while for the earliest stage of Sino-DenéYeniseian expansion in Central Asia, being the first to practice goat and sheep husbandry in the region, and
later a combination of the introduction of chariots and the cultivation of wheat and barley to the plains of
North China. And for the Indo-Europeans, it seems to have been the most advanced level of metallurgy, that
is iron use in most cases of their conquest. This we can say that Indo-European is the language family that
introduced the Iron Age. This combination of higher population density and military technologies for the
later waves of expansion fit Jared Diamond’s hypothesis on driving forces behind large scale expansion, and
can also be interpreted as an upgrade to Colin Renfrew’s original farming-language hypothesis, further
underlining the role of the Fertile Crescent as the cradle of cultures and language families that later
populated Western Eurasia and North Africa.
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18. The other Eurasian Neolithic demographic cradle of language families: The Yangtze-Yellow River
cradle

Map 16. Farming-Language Dispersal from Neolithic North China
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Map 17. The Austroasiatic family
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Map 18. The Austro-Thai macro-family
Besides the Neolithic Middle Eastern cradle, the other major cradle of Neolithic agriculture is the Yellow
River and Yangtze lowlands. As we could see Altaic, and to a certain extent Yukaghir-Eskimo-Aleut appears
to be originating from here. Besides these families, The Austronesian, the Hmong-Mien, and the Tai langue
families appear to originate from this cradle.
Regarding the Austroasiatic family, newest genetic data seems to partly confirm the 2007 hypothesis of
Kumar et al. (Kumar et al. 2007) in the sense that O-M95 appears to signal the trace of Austro-Asiatic
migrations, and that among existing Austroasiatic populations, O-M95 subclades, especially that of the
lineage of O-M1283 are the oldest and most diverse around the Bay of Bengal, suggesting an urheimat of
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existing Austroasiatic populations in the northeast of the Indian Subcontinent. However as newer results
show, pre-M1283 subclades of O-M95 can mainly found in China, especially in the Middle Yangtze basin,
(YFull, 2020) suggesting an ultimate origin of the Austroasiatic family there, probably in the Neolithic ricefarming cultures of the Middle Yangtze. High presence of O-M95 in Borneo, Java, the Malayan Peninsula
and Sumatra on the other hand seems to confirm the hypothesis of Simanjutak regarding an Austroasiatic
expansion reaching and occupying these areas at first before the arrival of the Austronesians from Taiwan
through the Philippines. (Simanjutak 2017). Thus what we can conclude regarding the origins of the
Austroasiatic family is that it originates from the Neolithic rice farmers of the Middle Yangtze basin as
represented by pre-M1283 subclades of O-M95, then established a secondary urheimat moving to the
northeast of the Indian Subcontinent, possibly Bengal, represented by O-M1283, and then from there moved
as far south as Borneo, Sumatra and Java, thus occupying a vast geographic area reaching from Central India
all over to Borneo and Java before the Indo-Aryan and Austronesian expansions, with the Munda
representing the remnants of its’ westernmost branch, and possibly the Nicobarese representing the remnants
of the languages of its’ branch that once occupied most of Insular Southeast Asia.
Regarding the Austronesian and Thai families, I can agree with van Driem (van Driem 2011) that the
distribution patterns of O-M119 appears to confirm the Austro-Thai hypothesis of Benedict (Benedict 1942)
that Austronesian and Thail languages form a common macro-family. High diversity of O-M119 around the
Lower Yangtze, and presence of its’ most ancient subclades even north of the Yangtze (YFull, 2020)
however suggests ultimate origins of the Austro-Thai family to be represented by the Lower Yangtze
Neolithic farmers, who then started a migration to the south, confirming the hypothesis of Chang and
Goodenough, and establishing the Dapenkeng culture of Taiwan and the Fuguodun culture on the South
Chinese mainland coast facing Taiwan as suggested by them (Chang&Goodenough 1996). Regarding events
after reaching Taiwan, I see no reason to doubt the Austronesian migration model suggested by Benton et al.,
with the migration reaching the Philippines in the 3 rd Millenium BCE and what is today Indonesia and
Malaysia in the 2nd Millennium BCE. (Benton et al. 2012) Thus combining the Austro-Thai hypothesis with
the hypothesis of the Lower Yangtze origins of Austronesians as the evidence suggests, we can reach a
conclusion that Austro-Thai langauges were originally represented by the neolithic farmers of the Lower
Yangtze, who then started migrating southward, establishing the Dapenkeng culture on Taiwan and the
Fuguodun culture on the mainland coast of South China, with Dapenkeng presumably representing protoAustronesians, later starting the great Austronesian migration to the south covering all of Insular Southeast
Asia and Oceania, while Fuguodun representing proto-Tai-Kadai, later continuing to the west, reaching
Guangxi, Guizhou and Yunnan.
With O-M119 at the lower Yangtze identified as the early Austro-Thai population, O-M95 at the Middle
Yangtze identified as the early Austroasiatic population, and O-P49 at the Lower Yellow river identified as
the early Altaic population, the geographical area and the genetic linegae remaining to represent the origins
of the Hmong-Mien family appears to be the Middle and Upper Yellow River and haplogroup O-M134, the
ancient heartland of the Chinese Empire. As discussed in the chapter on the Sino-Tibetan family, the merger
of this, originally Hmong-Mien speaking population with ancient Sino-Tibetan speaking population arriving
from the west likely represents the event reflected to in ancient Chinese legends as the merger of the people
of the Yellow Emperor Huang Di with the tribe of the Flame Emperor Yan Di, and thus the formation of the
Huaxia people, with the language of Huang Di’s people becoming the common language after the merger of
the two populations, and remnants of the language of Yan Di’s people only surviving as demographic
fragments that moved to the south, representing the Hmong-Mien family today.
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19. Outside the two cradles

Map 19. The expansion of haplogroup Q
After discussing the two cradles, we have to address the issue of language families outside them. Most of
these families seems to originate from populations represented by haplogroup Q. Haplogroup Q (TMRCA
27600 BCE) (YFull 2021) is usually linked to native American ethnic groups, and the Yenisean language
family of Central Siberia with Ket as its’ sole surviving member, as it shows the highest frequency today
among these groups. However the distribution of its’ oldest subclades again suggests otherwise. Of its’ two
primary subclades, Q-L275 (TMRCA 12800 BCE) and Q-L472 (TMRCA 24200 BCE), one of them, QL275 is almost exclusively found in the Iranian Plateau, South-Asia, and the Middle East, while only the
other one, Q-L472 has subclades in Northern Asia and the Americas. However even if we look at Q -L472,
what we can see is that among its’ three primary subclades, only one, Q-L53 (TMRCA 16100 BCE) is
distributed exclusively in Northern Eurasia, and the Americas, one, Q-L940 (TMRCA 14600 BCE) is again
only distributed in the Iranian plateau, South Asia and the Middle East with some offshoot in Europe, and the
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third one, Q-F1096 (TMRCA 22100 BCE) shows geographical divergence along its’ two own primary
subclades, with Q-M25 (TMRCA 14300 BCE) being spread from the Iranian Plateau and South Asia all the
way to China, Siberia and even North America, while the other, Q-F746 (TMRCA 14400 BCE) is spread
over China, Siberia and North America (YFull 2021). This pattern suggests that contrary to what its’ present
frequency may suggest, the original epicenter of haplogroup Q was the Iranian plateau, perhaps leaning
towards its’ northeast parts, somewhere around, todays’s Afghanistan, Tajikistan, and Eastern Iran, closest
fitting Bactria, and that its’ expansion to the south, covering most of the Iranian Plateau took place basically
in the same period as its’ northern expansion into Central Asia, Siberia and the Americas during the BöllingAlleröd interstadial. Especially given the fact that distribution of the oldest subclades of J1, J2, R1, T and L
suggests them being virtually absent from the Iranian Plateau until the 6 th millennium BCE (except for its’
westernmost fringes) this high variety of ancient subclades of haplogroup Q in the region suggests that
haplogroup Q was the dominant haplogroup in the Iranian Plateau as well as Transoxiana from the Last
Glacial Maximum up until the 6th millennium BCE, apparently taking advantage of the refuge that valleys of
Bactria offered during the LGM. We can also see an interesting trend at the dating of TMRCA-s of those
subclades of it, that later spread out northwards into Central Asia and Siberia, and eventually to the
Americas: Q-F746 with TMRCA 14400 BCE, and the two main subclades of Q-L53, Q-L54 with TMRCA
at 14000 BCE, and Q-YP4010 at 14900 BCE all show striking coincidence, precisely coinciding with the
Bolling-Alleröd period. These patterns is precisely linked to the dynamics of the last ice age, with retreat to a
southern refuge region during the cold period, and an extensive expansion to the north immediately with th e
following interstadial.
This suggests that while human populations characterized by the majority presence of haplogroup Q seem
to have dominated the Iranian Plateau from the time of the Last Glacial Maximum, certain offshoots of this
population took an advantage of the warming climate of the Bolling-Alleröd period, and spread out to
Central Asia and Siberia, eventually reaching the Americas as well. This means that haplogroup Q was
dominant not only on the Iranian Plateau until the arrival of haplogroups J1, J2, L and R1, (that is until the
6th millennium BCE) but was also apparently dominant in Central Asia and Siberia until the arrival of
haplogroups R1a-Z93 and R1b-Z2106 from the west and N-P43 and N-L708 from the east. Another striking
conclusion is Bactria as the starting point of the Bolling-Alleröd era migration that brought the ancestors of
Native Americans to the Bering Strait.
This also supports the Amerind hypothesis of Joseph H Greenberg and Merritt Ruhlen (Greenberg &
Ruhlen, 2007), as we indeed see a phylogenetic pattern of haplogroups among Native American populations,
that appears to verify the hypothesis:
A mixture of Q-M3 and Q-M1107 (TMRCA 14000 BCE) is dominant in virtually all American native
populations except for the Eskimo-Aleut, presumably introducing Amerind languages.
A second wave around 3000 BCE, characterized by the presence of Q-B34 covering the northern half of
North America, the distinction between the two waves somewhat matching the area of Na Dené languages,
with the new wave of migration adopting a new language from Asia with contact established by a population
characterized by Q-L712, and then Na Dené Languages spreading over the northwestern Half of North
America by this populations marked by Q-B34 as described earlier in this paper.
It seems that by the end of the Ice Age around 9600 BCE, Q-F746 became the dominant haplogroup in
much of Eastern Siberia. It also entered the Northwestern parts of the North American continent around 3000
BCE (Grugniet al. 2019) being dominant among Eskimo-Aleut speaking populations (Dulik et al., 2012).
This population may or may not have been affected by the adoption of Na Dené Languages in 3000 BCE,
however along the Bering Sea it adopted Eskimo-Aleut languages under the Old Bering Sea culture around
400 BCE from the Siberian population characterized by N-B202, and then spreading it till Greenland with
the Thule culture as described earlier in this paper.
Therefore these original migration from, and further two contacts with Northern Asia appears to explain
the three macro-families of Native American languages: Amerind, Na Dené, and Easkimo-Aleut.
Regarding the expansion of haplogroup Q subclades, one more extremely interesting conclusion where
we can get, is that before the expansion of Altaic, Uralic, Indo-European, Yeniseian, and YukaghiricEskimo-Aleut, languages, that is until possibly as late as 6000 BCE, Siberia and the northern half of Central
Asia was most likely dominated by para-Amerind languages. The reason why we can get to this conclusion
is that in that era reaching from the Bölling-Alleröd period till the spread of the Comb Ceramic cultures,
these vast regions appear to have been dominated by Q-M54, Q-L804 and Q-YP4010, all subclades of QM53, making them closer related to Amerind populations, than to any other population in Eurasia.
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Two more ancient, misterious families now being present only in the far North of Asia are the Nivkh and
the Chukotko-Kamhatkan. Linguists, such as Fortescue (Fortescue 2011) suggest the two to form a macrofamily, and this is also supported by the genetic evidence, as there is a genetic heritage that the two seems to
share, namely the simultaneous occurrence of haplogroups P1* and Q. Besides Q-B143, a subclade of QF746, the ancient haplogroup P1* is also relatively widespread among Chukotko-Kamchatkan populations.
At first Nivkh populations were only known of the presence of P1* but not Q, however in 2012 research by
Kharkov found Q(XM346) among Nivkh samples (Kharkov 2012). Q(XM346) excludes Q-L53, the
haplogroups dominant among Amerind populations and Eurasian populations linked to them, but includes QF746, the parent haplogroup of Q-B143, the group present among Chukotko Kamchatkans, and it also
includes Q-B143 itself. With Q-F746 being younger than P1*, this suggests that it was Q-F746 that
introduced the Chukotko-Kamchatkan language family, and P1- represents a population that it assimilated.
The expansion patterns of Q-G746 suggests that before the expansion from the two Neolithic cradles started,
Nivkh-Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages covered a vast area of East Asia, that can be described as a
gargantuan triangle connecting the Tarim Basin, the Bering Strait, and Manchuria. With haplogroup M120
being a subclade of Q-F746, this also means that even the population of the Tarim-Basin characterized by QM120 was most likely Nivkh-Chukotko-Kamchatkan speaking until the original proto-Sino-Dené-Yeniseian
goat and sheep herding populations characterized by Q-L712 arrived from Transoxiana in 7000 BCE, and it
was only then that they adopted proto-Sino-Dené-Yeniseian.
As Grugni et al. (Grugni et al. 2019) puts the crossing of halogrop Q-B143, probably linked to ChukotkoKamchatkan languages, and that of Q-L712 and Q-M120 probably transmitting Na-Dené languages both at
around 3000 BCE, it is hard to determine which one occurred first. As Q-B143 formed the Paleo-Eskimo
populations, virtually sealing off the way to North America, most likely Q-L712 and Q-M120 crossed
somewhat earlier carrying the Na Dené language, and Q-B143 crossed only after them, introducing
Chukotko-Kamchatkan speaking Paleo-Eskimo populations, who later became linguisticall assimilated to
Eskimo-Aleut during the Old Bering Sea culture. This is also supported by the research by Raghava n et al.
confirming the Paleo-Eskimo population being distinct from the Neo-Eskimo (Raghavan et al. 2014).
Combining suggestsions from these conclusions of Grugni et al. and Raghavan et al, we can conclude PaleoEskimos and the Dorset culture belonging to the Chukotko-Kamchatkan family, whilye the Neo-Eskimos
and the Thule culture introducing the Eskimo-Aleut family.
One more mistery is how Chukotoko-Kamchatkan languages survived in the region first the crossing of
the Na-Dené, and then the crossing of the Eskimo-Aleut without being assimilated themselves to these two
waves. The most plausible explanation seems to be the Kamchatka Peninsula, where the concentration of QB143 is the highest up until today. The Kamchatka Peninsula protected on all sides by seas, except for a
narrow isthmus linking it to the Asian mainland may have provided a suitable refuge for populations as long
as they managed to protect the isthmus.
Sino-Dené-Yeniseian, as described earlier in this paper likely originate from a population originally
represented by haplogroup Q-L712. However as we could see, its’ expansion linked it to the Neolithic
Middle Eastern cradle, owing its’ hedge to sheep and goat husbandry adopted from there, therefore
technically it cannot be sorted to the groups outside the two cradles. Regarding its’ origins however, it seems
to share origins with Amerind and Nivkh-Chukoto-Kamchatkan, all the three originating from the ancient
population of early Bölling-Alleröd era Bactria represented by haplogroup Q.
The Burusho, a language isolate now only present in the upper Indus valley, may be a relic from this era,
especially that migrations that can be linked to other subclades in the region, such as of J1, J2, R1, T and L,
can all be linked to unrelated language families (Indo-European, Elamo-Dravidian, Uralic, etc.) and occurred
too recently for Burusho to diverge beyond relatability since then. This suggests it to have originated from
populations characterized by two older haplogroups in the region, either Q or R2. Haplogroup R2 seems to
start spreading from the northeastern part of the Iranian plateau millennia later than haplogroup Q, but then
caught up to it, and spread westwards to much of the western and southern parts of the Iranian plateau
alongside haplogroup Q, still occurring before the Neolithic due to its’ TMRCA and geographic as well as
phylogenetic distribution. (YFull 2021) This suggests Burusho originating from a population represented by
haplogroup R2, and covering much of the Iranian Platau before the Neolithic expansions started.
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20. A system of two cradles, and the lands outside them

Map 20. Demographic expansions from the Two Neolithic cradles of Eurasia
Ancient language families in Eurasia outside the two cradles seemingly not linked to haplogroup Q are
Kusunda, Nihali, Ainuic, and Andamanese. Kusunda language is also ancient language isolate on the India
Subcontinent. Due to the high occurrence of haplogroup D among Kusunda populations, Whitehouse et al.
relate it to the Andamanese languages (Whitehouse et al., 2004). However as haplogroup D also seems to
had been dominant on the Tibetan Plateau before the Sino-Tibetan conquest, and the subclade of haplogroup
D dominant on the Andaman Islands is actually closer to the subclade characteristic of the Ainu population
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than the one in Tibet, it also seems to be possible that Kusunda is a relic of pre-Sino-Tibetan languages of
the Tibetan Plateau.
In their 2018 paper Wang et al. identifies two migration waves spreading over the Tibetan Plateau: One
around 4000 BCE, characterized by D-PH4979, and an other one around 500 BCE characterized by DPH116 (Wang et al. 2018). While Wang et al. assumes this to be two successive waves of Tibeto-Burman
populations, due to the broader structure of Sino-Tibetan migrations described above in this paper with SinoTibetan expansion starting only well after 4000 BCE, we can get to the conclusion, that it seems to be much
more likely that the first wave around 4000 BCE represented a pre-Sino-Tibetan, most likely Kusunda
expansion over the Tibetan Plateau, while the second one around 500 BCE was the one representing the
arrival of modern Tibetans, belonging to the Sino-Tibetan family. A further interesting aspect of this
scenario that it means even Kusunda languages arrived to the Tibetan plateau only as recently as 4000 BCE
from eastern parts of the plateau, which makes us virtually clueless regarding the plateau’s inhabitants before
that.
On the Indian subcontinent, Nihali seems to be the last surviving language of the Indian Subcontinent
from before the Dravidian and Austroasiatic invasion, thus it can likely be linked to ancient populations
characterized by either haplogroup H, haplogroup F* or haplogroup C. Ainu, with haplogroup D-M64.1
(TMRCA 19400 BCE ) being dominant in Ainu populations, seems to be a relic of East Asian populations
before the large scale migrations arriving from Sundaland, introducing haplogroup NO and haplogroup P1.
Andamanese, with the dominant haplogroup of the native populations of the Andaman Islands, D-Y34637
having separated even from its’ closest sibling group more than 40 thousand years ago (YFull 2021) , is
probably the oldest language family of Eurasia.
Thus it seems, we can link the expansion of most documented language families of Eurasia to either of
the two Neolithic cradles or to the area in between in the following manner:
Neolithic Middle East:
-Afro-Asiatic
-Alarodian
-Elamo-Dravidian
-Indo-European – Northwest Caucasian macro-family
-Sino-Dené-Yeniseian macro-family
-Sumerian
-Uralo-Tyrsenian macro-family
-Vasconic-South Caucasian macro-family
Neolithic North China:
-Altaic
-Austroasiatic
-Austro-Thai macro-family
-Hmong-Mien
-Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut macro-family
The area outside:
-Amerind
-Andamanese
-Ainuic
-Burusho
-Kusunda
-Nihali
-Nivkh-Chukoto Kamchatkan macro-family
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21. Sundaland

Map 21. Ice Age demographic expansions from Sundaland
Tracking migrations further back in time, many of the described migrations and language families seems
to have their further origins in the now submerged subcontinent of Southeast Asia, Sundaland:
The possibility that Sundaland, the submerged Ice Age subcontinent of Southeast Asia that once Included
as well as connected to each-other Sumatra, Java, Borneo, the Indochina Peninsula and parts of the
Philippines, was a major demographic, and possibly economic, and technological cradle of Ice Age E urasia
is not a new concept. The distribution of haplogroup K2, out of which haplogroups N, O, Q and R diverged,
shows far the highest microsatellite variance in and near these areas, with ancient subclades that occur
nowhere else in the world, (YFull 2021) with not only M and S, two ancient subclades present human
populations of New Guinea point to this direction, but also K2d, Kc, and Kd, three ancient subclades also
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occur only here, (Karafet et al. 2015) thus suggesting it to had been an ancient cradle of haplogroup K2.
Authors such as Stephen Oppenheimer (Oppenheimer, 2010) Danny Natawidjaja (Natawidjaja, 2013) and
Irwanto (Irwanto, 2019) speculate on the possibility of the existence of a forgotten Ice Age civilization of
possibly early Neolithic and Megalithic character. Indeed, while around most of the world and probably in
the rest of Eurasia, the high frequency of extreme climatic events during the Ice Age made agriculture
virtually impossible (Richerson et al. 2001), Sundaland, literally on the Equator, surrounded by oceans, with
its’ lowlands covered by tropical grasslands and its’ mountain ranges covered by tropical rainforests,
(Adams, 2020) probably offered the most stable and conveniently warm climate available at that time on the
entire planet. It is not in the scope of this paper to judge whether if there really was such an early Neolithic Megalithic civilization on Sundaland, however the distribution patterns of haplogroup K2 certainly suggest it
to had been a massive demographic cradle.
An interesting detail regarding the role of Sundaland that links its’ question to the main focus of this
paper, Eurasia, is that both haplogroup P1, the parent group of haplogroups Q and R (the latter including R1a
and R1b) being dominant among Europeans, Native Americans and South Asians today, as well as
haplogroup NO, also a subclade of haplogroup K2, dominating East Asia and native peoples of Siberia
today, both seem to originate from Sundaland. Haplogroup P1 originating in Sundaland is shown by the fact
that the region where P* is present is Maritime Southeast Asia, with especially high frequencies among the
Aeta and the Timorese (Karafet et al. 2015). The only ethnic group where P*, P1, the parent group of Q and
R, and P2, its’ most widespread sister group are all present, are the Aeta of Luzon (Heyer et al. , 2013). On
the other hand, presence of P1* (excluding Q and R) is the highest among populations in Siberia and Central
Asia, beyond 30% among the Nivkh and the Tuvans (Derenko, 2006) with most other widespread
haplogroups of Central Asia being significantly more recent than it as discussed earlier, such as subclades of
Q, R and N, and even C-F3918. This suggests a large scale migration to have occurred from the Philippines
across the South China Sea to East Asia, and then populating most of Central Asia to have occurred around
29 000 BCE. Due to their age, haplogroups O and N likely also migrated to East Asia from Sundaland about
the same time, also roughly around 29 000 BCE also confirmed by the TMRCA-s of the two primary
subclades of haplogroup O, O-M122 and O-F265 at 27400 BCE and 27600 BCE (YFull 2021). Both of these
migrations appear to coincide with the Upton-Warren interstadial, the interstadial right before the Last
Glacial Maximum. This means that Ice Age Sundaland was the great cradle of Eurasian populations, and the
migration leaving it 31 thousand years ago was perhaps the most significant demographic event in the history
and prehistory of Eurasia, apart from the original out of Africa migration 70 thousand years ago. As
haplogroups N, O, P1*, Q and R all originate in Sundaland, this makes Altaic, Amerind, Austr oasiatic,
Austronesian, Burusho, Chukotko-Kamchatkan, Eskimo-Aleut, Hmong-Mien, Na Dené, Nivkh, SinoTibetan, Tai-Kadai, Uralic, Yeniseian, and Yukaghiric possibly all originating from Sundaland, althought
due to the possibility of language shifts in the meantime, we cannot be certain on each of these.
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Map 22. The later part of the Last Glacial Period
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Map 23. The earlier part of the Last Glacial Period
The patterns of a major demographic expansion from Sundaland occurring in the Upton-Warren
interstadial, and paleolithic migrations from the Middle East to Europe all occurring during interstadials,
raises the interesting, but apparently absolutely rational question of human migrations during the last ice ag e
being in synchron with stadials and interstadials. The apparent focus of haplogroup K2 in Sundaland, LT in
Southwest Asia, haplogroups F and H in India suggests migrations of subclades of haplogroup CF following
the rhythm of stadials and interstadials from right after leaving Africa.

Conclusion
As we could see, the genetic evidence seems to confirm the position of the Neolithic Middle East
(including Anatolia and northern and western parts of the Iranian Plateau) as the Cradle of most language
families of Western Eurasia and North Africa: Afro-Asiatic, Alarodian, Elamo-Dravidian, Hattic, the IndoEuropean-Northwest-Caucasian macro-family, the Sino-Dené-Yeniseian macro-family, Sumerian, the UraloTyrsenian macro-family, and the Vasconic-South-Caucasian macro-family. It seems, that between 7000 BCE
and 1000 BCE, the history of Western Eurasia and North Africa was mostly the history of a series of
consecutive expansive migrations from the Neolithic Middle East to virtually all possible directions, each of
the introducing another technological innovation, from the introduction of agriculture as the first one to the
introduction of iron as the last one. It seems that within the Fertile Crescent, before the expansion the
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location of the ancestors of language families was most likely the following: The Vasconic-South-Caucasian
macro-family in Northern Anatolia, the Uralo-Tyrsenian in Southwest Anatolia, Indo-European in Cilicia
with its’ sister family likely right north of it, Alarodian in Northern Mesopotamia, Sumerian and ElamoDravidian in the Zagros mountains, Afro-Asiatic in the Levant, and Sino-Dené-Yeniseian in Northeast Iran.
One of the most important findings of the paper is locating the Indo-European urheimat in Cilicia. On the
other hand, Cilicia as the Indo-European urheimat is a rational conclusion: With fertile plains in the middle,
protective mountains around, and a long Mediterranean coastline, Neolithic Cilicia could be described as an
Eden of some sort, perfectly fit for the emergence of a combination of high population density and advanced
technologies. The consecutive waves in Western and Central Europe were the original Neolithic wave by an
unidentifiable language family, followed by the first Bronze Age wave by the Vasconians, followed by a
second Bronze Age wave of the Tyrsenians, and the Iron Age wave of the Celts. In Northern and Eastern
Europe the wave of the Neolithics was apparently followed by that of the Uralics who introduced metallurgy,
and then that of the Germanics and Balto-Slavs in the late stage of the Bronze Age. In the direction of the
Iranian plateau the first wave of Elamo-Dravidians was apparently followed by the wave of Tokharians, and
then by the wave of proto-Indo-Iranians. In the direction of North Africa, we have a first wave of an unknow
Neolithic population marked by R1b-V88 (probably via a maritime route through Sicily and Sardinia),
followed by the Afro-Asiatic wave, from which we can see traces of a Semitic re-migration back to the
Levant.
It seems that there were both contemporary counterparts, both historical precursors of the Neolithic
Fertile Crescent as prehistoric demographic cradles forming cores of demographic expansions. As
contemporary counterpart, we can mention Neolithic North China from where Altaic, Austroasiatic, the
Austro-Thai macro-family, Hmong-Mien, and to a certain extent, also the Yukaghiric-Eskimo-Aleut macr o
family seem to originate.
Regarding earlier precursors, what we can see is that the rhythm of stadials and interstadials seem to have
fueled migrations, going north during interstadials, and south during stadials. We can see genetic traces of
major demographic expansions from certain cradles during both the Bölling-Alleröd interstadial, the UptonWarren interstadial directly preceeding the Last Glacial Maximum. During the Bölling-Alleröd period, the
expansion from the Aegean characterized by haplogroup J* participated in the formation of the Magdalenian
culture in Europe, appearing as a precursor of the migrations from the Fertile Crescent to Europe during the
Neolithic and the Bronze Age, and haplogroup I* seems to signal the arrival of the Gravettians fr om the
Middle East during the Upton-Warren interstadial. On the other hand, a demographic expansion covering the
greatest geographical area among all of these seems to have been the expansion spreading out from Bactria
during the Bölling-Alleröd interstadial, characterized by haplogroup Q, covering the entire Iranian plateau,
all of Central Asia, Siberia, and the Americas. But the most significant among all paleolithic demographic
cradles of Eurasia seems to be submerged subcontinent of Sundaland in present Indonesia and Malaysia,
from where an immense demographic expansion spread out about 31 thousand years ago, during the Upton Warren interstadial, including haplogroups N, O, P1*, Q and R, covering East Asia and Northern Eurasia
even reaching Europe in the form of haplogroup R.
Thus the model that we can see is an expansion of populations from high-population density cradles
whenever climate made it possible. The two cradles seeming to have played the most important role in
forming Eurasia as we knowit are the Neolithic Middle East, and Neolithic North China, while Sundaland
seems to have been the most significant demographic cradle of the Ice Age. At the same time, Europe,
Central Asia and Northern Eurasia appear to have unsurprisingly played the role of barely habitable Arctic
peripheries during most of the Paleolithic with the only possible exception of the warmest centuries of the
interstadials.
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Map 24. Situation around 7000 BCE
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Map 25. Situation around 4000 BCE
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Map 26. Situation around 3000 BCE
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Map 27. Situation around 2000 BCE
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Map 28. Situation areound 1000 BCE
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Map 29. Situation around 500 BCE
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Map 30. Situation around 1 BCE
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Map 31. Situation around 500 CE
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